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ABSTRACT

ADAPTIVE AND HYBRID MACHINE LEARNING APPROACHES UTILIZING

GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTING ON GRAPHICAL PROCESSING UNITS

By

Mohammed Abdelrahim

Master of Science in Computer Science

Unlike machines, humans and animals have very complex reasoning capability that
allows them to adapt to changes in the naturally world, while computers tend to be very
limited in that same aspect. What limits machines from becoming adaptable can span
many topics, but of these attributes which would limit a machines ability to adapt is its
inability to process input not specifically designed for it. The purposes of this study is to
view and work with some possible solutions which may assist with the problems that keep
compute devices rather inflexible. The focus of this study will span across two particular
domains. The first is the hardware architecture which determines how tasks are executed
on a given machine. The second is the usage of machine learning approaches, which are
classes of algorithms that rely on the nature of the input rather than a programmer’s explicit
instructions for decision making. The nature of the data evaluated in this work is sequential
as a great variety of information found in the natural world are not discrete. This work will
evaluate and contrast how one is to determine for which case would a particular architecture
or a learning approach should be used to maximize the expected performance and accuracy
of a system. Emphasis will be placed on the usage of Heterogeneous architecture and the
usage of algorithm that is either a hybrid of multiple algorithms or adaptable in nature so
that it may account for unexpected variation in the data that is likely to vary over time.

vii



Chapter 1

Introduction

The nature of this work spans two particular domains that are in a way independent of one
another. The first being Machine Learning, the study of developing algorithm that can learn
form a given feature or sets of information, and the second being computer architecture,
the hardware on which these algorithms are executed on. In most convention, architec-
ture is not usually something that is discussed when attempting to provide a solution to
a particular logical problem, however such is not the case when dealing features that of
which is not optimized for CPU usage. multi-dimensional information that may be pos-
sess great dependencies on each of it’s associated features may require multiple passes so
that if something is not apparent at the initial pass it can be brought-up or noticed in the
iterative passes. Such processes are crippling on a CPU and unnecessary since for a lot of
those multi-dimensional data, work can be easily done in parallel without the need for a
sequential evaluation. Another problem machines tend to have an issue with the inability
to process unexpected input. Programs evaluate input on a very limited parameters where
information needs to be presented and defined in a specific way. If there is a variation
in such input, the input can be rejected, or the output may suffer resulting in something
with little to no value. ”Garbage in, garbage out!” Yet such constrains are not present with
humans. A human will often evaluate the ”Garbage” s/he comes across and would try to
reason about it. Even though machines are able to process a variety of input features dur-
ing these present times, it is important to understand for a computer come closer towards a
more human like interaction, and understand events as they occur within the natural world,
it will not only need the proper algorithm to solve problems, but suitable hardware to better
approach events at a relatively optimized manner.

As computing devices become richer and more capable of representing and generating
data in complex ways meant for human usage, the inflexibility of not being able to process
these rich features and make scene sable decisions grows to hold machines from being able
to become more than just personal tools. It is up to debate whether every single action of
a compute device needs to be explicitly defined or not. Explicit instructions are not the
only way one can attempt to make a machine operate. Methods of machine learning where
the machine learns through interactions, or through the processing of feature sets such as
in inputs is one of the most promising approaches that can lead machines to becoming
flexible and assisting in our ever complicated lives. Humans are essentially flawed beings
who do not always make the correct assumptions regarding events in the natural world.
Building on such believes it is probable to say that if humans were to explicitly use their
rather limited view of the natural world to program machines then these machines will
in return be flawed and incapable of exceeding the limitation imposed by their creators.
Machine learning offers machine the ability to not be explicitly programmed but rather to
learn from interaction. A perhaps useful way of observing the natural world as it eliminate
the subjective reasoning humans may have due to evolutionary traits.
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The Architecture on which most commercial computers are designed today are often
referred to as von Neumann architecture (or von Neumann model). These models are one’s
based on an abstract view of how a human would reasons. In its simplest form, the von
Neumann model exist as a collection of 3 modular part. Memory, something to compute,
and a method input and output to the model. In almost every implementation of a com-
puter system, the computation portion is usually represented as the Central Processing Unit
(CPU) and for most applications, such model serves it’s purpose rather well. However with
the growing demands for more feature rich devices and higher performance it is painfully
apparent that with the current technologies there is always a form of a bottle neck caused
by wanting to make an all in one device.CPUs are designed for particular tasks and as a
result there are constraints which keeps CPU from outperforming other devices at all tasks.
Such bottlenecks can span multiple spectrum, ranging from memory access to hardware
parallelizations. Such limitations are not likely to be eliminated over night due to the na-
ture of the CPUs sequential nature. The reason why one would indulge into researching
alternative architecture is due to the fact that the problems do currently exist and the only
practical solution is alternative one.

1.1 Motivation

The personal motivations behind this work is in nature related to the field of Human
Computer interaction (HCI) more specifically Adaptive systems. To better understand why
I would take such approach one should look at it as such. Both machine learning and
computer architectures are the HOW, while HCI is the WHY. Rather than approaching the
problems within the field of HCI the way they are traditionally approached, I felt that it
would be rather much more interesting to explore some of these problems form an archi-
tectural and design perspective. To understand why system adaption is useful, one should
consider the following. Most people within the developed world will likely to be using
more than one device. Assuming that the user of these multiple devices is actively using
those devices, it is likely that the user isnt generating simple attribute data that will remain
constant for a set time interval, but rather the user is probably generating a stream of data
that is neither consistent and is likely stochastic. To add to scope of the problem, there are
likely to be inputs that are going through the device without being utilized, for example
a number of environmental changes can be observed given a device’s many sensors [24].
In order for devices to be able to process multiple streams of input with reduced or no
latency, it will need to either off load such streams to dedicated circuitry on-board to pro-
cess those inputs and make sure the correct algorithm are being employed to gain the most
out of these steady streams [8]. How generic off the shelf processors and how the already
present processors may assist with that given problem is the focus of this work along with
the algorithmic approaches one might want to take.

1.2 Thesis outline

The remainder of the thesis is structured as such.
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Chapter 2 provides the necessary information on the two main fields discussed in this
work. First section introduces the memory models used in parallel computing then provides
information on that types of heterogeneous architecture available for one to program in.
Second section explains what is machine learning and the different classes within the fields.
This information is instrumental to understanding the basic concepts behind this work and
should not be skipped if the reader is unfamiliar with any of them.

Chapter 3 Discusses and explains the core concepts behind this work. Again it is divided
into multiple sections explaining why the particular approach is used over another.

Chapter 4 Build on the concept introduced in Chapter 3 by providing an actual imple-
mentation to test it. The machine learning portion is a combination of artificial neural
networks and probabilistic machines for the machine learning portion, and acceleration on
CPU and GPU for the heterogeneous computing aspect.

Chapter 5 Builds on the limitation imposed on the work provided in Chapter 4 by fo-
cusing on the particular aspects that failed previously. In this Chapter the idea of using a
recurrent neural network is through the usage of the CUDA library, CURRENNT.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses future work and plans.
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Chapter 2

Background

Since the subject matter of this work is rather domain specific, this Chapter is presented
to provide the reader with the information necessary to understand the concepts and prin-
ciples employed. The main two domains of this work are machine learning and computer
architecture and they will be discussed in a modular manner within this Chapter, so that the
reader can easily traverse through the opuscule.

The Chapter starts with an introduction to parallel programming and the factors that
determine how parallelism should be executed in section 2.1, a slight emphasis is placed on
the heterogeneous programming model in the later half. Section 2.2 introduces the reader
to the concept of machine learning, explaining the different classes of machine learning
and the determining factors that dictates when one should be used over the other.

2.1 Parallel Computer Architecture

Demand for parallel architecture began to become highly relevant upon hitting some
of the physical limitation that would keep a processor from being able to execute sequen-
tial code faster than it’s previous iteration. Considering how a programmer does not write
machine instructions when s/he composes a set of functions or programs. Rather the pro-
grammer specifies what is needed from the machine in a high level programming language
and then uses a compiler to translate such abstraction into machine executable code. One
might ask is it possible to have Auto acceleration and auto paralyzing compilers? If such
a device existed, high performance computing (HPC) would then be regular computing.
The issue with parallel code is that most compilers are unable to take naturally serial code
and make it parallel. Such effort is usually placed on the programmer as s/he would needs
to hint the compiler that such decision can be done at a specific section in the code. In
this section the background for parallel programming will be discussed from a hardware
and programming perspective to introduce the reader to some basic concept of parallel
computing.

2.1.1 Shared and Distributed Memory Architecture

In this sub-section, a brief introduction of the different memory models is presented to
provide the reader with a form of understanding for how communication and the sharing of
resources occurs on a parallel system. While some of these applications do apply to single
core architecture it is important to understand that newer and more powerful processor
always build on older principles which have been proven to work in the past. One thing
to keep in mind is that memory access will always play key roll in preventing processor
from reaching their peek performance. As memory is divided among multiple processors
and multiple architecture such problem only grows to become a serious bottleneck. This
section is broken into three sub-section but what is really should be important to look
out for is that as one goes from a single processor accessing a set of memory to multiple
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processors intercommunicating with but only networking protocol. The issue of memory
access is probably one of the biggest issues if no the biggest issues when trying to improve
the performance for a given system.

2.1.1.1 Multi-core Shared Memory Architecture

Multi-core processors are a form of shared memory architecture and also happens to
be the most ubiquitous form of computing found within generic commercial market. The
term multiple cores mean that there is an implementation of multiple compute cores per
a single processor socket. Usually these cores are independent, so unlike a GPU core
they dont have to work together. A core is usually the same as the processors of past but
compacted onto a single dye or a single processor with others like it. Cores on a socket
share resources and have to compete for some memory bandwidth, where the goal is that
a processor would utilizes the multiple cores, to parallelism code execution for a given
machine. What each core is made of is usually dependent on the processor its self. In most
cases, the processors consist of only discrete CPU cores sharing the main memory with
one another. However, some chip manufacturers such as AMD do offer processors with
graphical cores [12], while Intel has proposed to offer Field programmable arrays (FPGA)
cores in their higher end Xeon processors. Regardless of the functionality of the system,
the main feature of a multicore processor is its ability to share the memory it has access
to amongst the multiple cores it hosts. The benefit of sharing memory is that code can be
executed as a single process and computation (work) can then divided amongst the different
cores for parallel execution.

2.1.1.2 Multiprocessing on Shared Memory Architecture

Multi-processor shared memory Architecture usually refer to a grid-like board or chip
where a number of processor all share at least one global memory. Such architecture is
usually either found in high end work-stations or in super computers. Like multicore ar-
chitecture, the different processors share memory and work on the same problem together,
the only difference is that, how such memory is shared between the multiple processor may
depend on the memory design. There are three categories or designs for shared memory
architecture [10] those being Uniform Memory Access (UMA), Non-Uniform Memory
Access (NUMA), and Cache-Only Memory Architecture (COMA). In UMA memory is
accessed by each processor in the same way a single processor reaches memory. In UMA
each processor is attached to a portion of the shared memory where the communication
time to access memory is dependent on the distance and the number of hops needed to ac-
cess that portion of memory. In COMA, one reaches the one level that is almost in a sense,
distributed memory. Each process is connected to a portion of shared memory where mem-
ory is migrated from one processor through a request which is addressed when resources is
available.

2.1.1.3 Distributed Memory Architecture

The last of memory Architectures is distributed memory architecture. Essentially dis-
tributed memory architecture is multiprocessor architecture without any shared memory
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at all. In this sense, every processor (or a collection of modular processors) has its own
discrete memory that is not shared with the others, and for one processor (or a modular
collection of processors) to communicate with another, it needs to do so using message
passing. Message passing can range from multiple approaches, depending on how the
processors are connected. Such communication method can range from on board bus com-
munication, to InfiniBand, to just regular TCP/IP protocols, even a web-page dividing work
across multiple computers can be viewed as a distributed platform. As these communica-
tional methods grow in abstraction or for lack of better terms ”flexible usability”, so does
their inability to deliver messages at a rate which would help the processor preform at its
theoretical peak.

2.1.2 Acceleration/ Heterogeneous Computing

This sub-section will cover a brief introduction heterogeneous computing and the type
of hardware used for accelerating parallel processes. Often referred to by the collective
term of Non-von Neumann architecture, the concept behind most Non-von Neumann mod-
els is to distribute computation across multiple processors [20]. Heterogeneous systems
are the paradigms of having a host system (usually CPU and RAM) communicate with
a device for a dedicated type of processing. The devices nature can vary from being a
Many Integrated cores (MIC), a graphical processing unit (GPU), a Field programmable
gate array (FPGA) or even a digital signal processor. What decides which device should
be used is usually the type of feature and computation required. Every architecture has its
own strong and weak attribute so in a way the programmer will have to decide on which
hardware to use depending on his or her domain. Currently the most popular form of hard-
ware acceleration is done through the use of GPUs. GPUs offer physical hardware that is
optimized for parallel programming, however for some tasks it is sometimes outperformed
by FPGAs [18]. The reason FPGAs outperforms CPUs and GPUs in computation is due to
their highly flexible nature. Unlike a CPU, an FPGA can be conFigured to do exactly what
the programmer wants (as parallel as needed). A Programmer can even possibly allocate
the field area on the chip to do a dedicated task unlike a CPU (which is optimized for doing
multiple different tasks in sequence).

Figure 2.1: Demonstrates the strength of different architecture where each one is able to
outperform the other by almost a factor of 10
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For the majority of cases in heterogeneous computing, an Accelerator (MIC, FPGA,
or GPU) connected through a PCI slot is used for massively parallel computation. Com-
putation on an accelerator (not the system as a whole) can be viewed as shared memory
grid architecture with many cores doing a single instruction on different portions of a fea-
ture set in parallel to then sent back to the host system when finished. Depending on the
type of architecture there can be some slight differences on how a programmer will need to
program his/her code. Like with other parallel architecture one issue always manifests it’s
self for any time an accelerator is used, and that is the bottle neck of transferring back and
forth between the host and the device. The reason for such issue is that the PCI bus that
connects the processor and the accelerator is very slow limiting the amount of information
it can transfer back and forth between the host and the device.

Figure 2.2: Demonstration of how acceleration is done by offloading processing onto a
co-processor or a dedicated device

2.1.2.1 GPGPUs

General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) is a form of accel-
eration where a GPU is treated as a form of a co-processor directed by the CPU to execute
massively parallel task that is optimized for its architecture. Implementation on a general
purpose GPU is rather tricky but the performance boost over a traditional CPU is very de-
sirable. Rather than having 10s of cores, a general purpose GPU will have 100s of cores
made up of simple ALUs resulting in an incredibly larger performance boost depending on
how well optimized the compiled code is for the GPU’s architecture. As a result, GPGPU is
highly popular approach for high performance computing heavily utilized by defense con-
tractors and the scientific community. The main issue with GPGPU is that, it is incredibly
hard to program for GPUs due to how low level the programming methods are (CUDA or
OpenCL) and to add to this, GPUs have a unique memory model in the sense that, there
is a hierarchy in memory which dictate how fast a group of threads can access a saved
memory location [7]. First there is the local and register level which is dedicated to each
thread, these are memory on the device and usually used by the compute core on the gpu to
execute an instruction. The second are, shared memory, these types of memory are usually
located off chip but are optimized to be accessed when instruction sets are being executed
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on a block of data. These are likely to be acceptable by thread groups bound to a block of
cores, and lastly there is global memory which is available to the whole grid. As a result,
one needs to keep as much work local to a block of threads or a single thread and attempt
to keep away from going up a hierarchy of memory.

Figure 2.3: Unlike a CPU, a GPU may not be as optimized for processing multiple tasks in
sequence, however it is able to do more parallel work at each cycle

2.1.2.2 FPGAs

FPGA are usually devices associated with hardware engineering and the embedded do-
main rather than general software engineering. The reason for their usual usage is because
to build circuits out of silicon one must pay for every silicon chip and test it, then be stuck
with the design once its utility has been lost. FPGAs certainly lack in performance as
oppose to silicon circuits, but they do do provide the designer with luxury of only imple-
menting what they need when they need for as long as they need it. The reason why FPGAs
are a rather attractive approach to general purpose computing or hybrid computing for that
matter is due to their ability to outperform CPUs at a relatively low power as oppose to
power hungry GPUs. This is obviously due to architectural designs, CPUs are designed to
operate operating systems which are in nature concurrent and rely heavily on time-sharing.
As a result, a CPU must be able to manage many tasks concurrently often constrained by
the need to fetch memory and prepare for overhead. On an FPGA however, a programmer
can program the device (chip) to do exactly what it needs to do for a specific problem. An
FPGA consist of a 2 dimensional grid similar to that of a GPU but much more sparse and
customizable. The grid consist of two main components a configurable interconnect ele-
ment that help manage traffic between the configurable compute element which are more
of less look up tables to simulate gates (Boolean operation) and serve as the second main
component.

Computation on an FPGA can be done in two ways, either the designer or program-
mer uses a high level language such as C to be changed into instructions that can execute
on an FPGA or the designer can explicitly design the circuits onto the chip for specific
tasks through hardware description languages such as Verilog. Since the main focus of
this work is heterogeneous computing in high level languages, explicit circuit design will
be completely ignored. High level programming is relatively a new approach and while
it certainly can never outperform expert circuit design tailored for a particular problem,
for some specific tasks such as data parallelism and pipe-lining, high level programming
provides very desirable performance with relative ease. A lot of effort has been made to
open the market of FPGA programming to the software developers as numerous number of
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Figure 2.4: A CPU has evolved to be engineered in a way that lets it execute more than a
single task at a given time, so it suffers against other architectures that can be designed for
a specific task

approaches exist in-order to program an FPGA with a high level language. Yet, many of
these approaches require domain expertise and are not very practical for general program-
mers with the exception of a few. Two approaches [27] with very promising future usage
are the usage of High-Level synthesis (HLS) [22] and the usage of APIs such as OpenCL
for heterogeneous computing. OpenCL is probably the easier of the two but it is discussed
in subsection 2.1.3.4 so it is advised to skip to that section for detailed explanation on how
acceleration is done on an FPGA using kernels. The way HLS works is by interrupting an
algorithm of a designed behavior and attempts to create digital hardware in a hardware de-
scription language. This is usually done by taking high level code in a language such as C,
compiling with a compiler such as LLVM which is then used to help generate the through
parameters such as hardware constrains and resource needed. Extracting parallelism form
a C compiler is very hard and is not currently possible, so like in other approaches the
programmer is tasked with identifying parallel sections with in the code.

2.1.2.3 Many Integrated Core (MIC) Architecture

Many Integrated Core Architecture is Intels bid in the high performance market. It con-
sists of the Xeon Phi co processor product line, which currently hosts around 61 cores [5]
[4] however unlike general purpose GPUs they consist of beefed up cores in the sense they
are not simple ALU units for simple operation (what is often found on a GPU), but rather
optimized cores for more sophisticated computation [9]. Unlike GPUs MICs are designed
to not only be data parallel, but also function parallel, capable of executing multiple instruc-
tions and multiple data as every Core on that architecture is modular in terms of instruction
execution. However they are expensive and not necessary powerful for data parallel tasks
being outperformed by other architecture in these approaches. MICs are essentially CPUs
on steroids without access to main memory, made to target business cluster environments
and big data and therefore are easily integrated into old code that utilizes OpenMP [4] and
even capable of acting as a host system and treating the host system as a device.

2.1.3 Programming Models

It is important to distinct that the hardware model and the programming model are
not always the same. Programming models are intuitive abstraction for the programmer
to develop what s/he formulates hypothesizes and then tries to represent as simulation or
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a mathematical model. How the hardware executes the tasks it is given is usually of no
concern to the programmer unless high performance is required. In this section some of
the popular and easily accessible APIs and library calls will be explained and mentioned to
give the read some idea of how programmers program for parallel systems.

1 void add( int *a, int *b, int *c )

2 {

3 for (i=0; i < N; i++)

4 {

5 c[i] = a[i] + b[i];

6 }

7 }

Listing 1: Serial Vector Addition

2.1.3.1 OpenMP

Open Multi-Parallelism (OpenMP) is an API for C/C++ and FORTRAN for the purpose
of utilizing multi-threading in a shared memory architecture. Open-MP consist of a set of
directives that are based on the Fork-and-Join model and built on top Pthreads to abstract
away from the need to fine grain control code [6]. The fork-and-join model consists of
two types of threads, A Master thread which execute from start to finish and slave threads
which spawn (fork) whenever a parallel section needs to be executed. The execution pro-
cess alternate between a parallel state and serial state by forking when needed and joining
into serial execution once the parallel task is done (slave threads writing back to master
thread). The way OpenMP works is rather simple, the programmer locates a section of his
code where parallelism can be easily exploited and there writes a pragma which will signal
the compiler that the given code can be exploited from a parallel standpoint [9]. Say for
instance a loop could be executed in parallel due to the steps not sharing any dependencies
with one another, rather than using traditional loops (for, while, etc) to be executed sequen-
tially, one can simply write an OpenMP pragmas to the existing sequential code to make
the code run threads instead of iterating through a loop [6]. The compiler would then com-
pile the code that is sequential on the master thread and then spawn threads when needed to
execute the parallel section of the code, which would then write back to the master thread
upon finishing.

2.1.3.2 MPI

Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standard message passing system for communi-
cating different processes with one another. MPI is a language-independent communica-
tions protocol to execute processes either on a distributed cluster or on a single node. Like
OpenMP, MPI attempts to simplify the complexity of communicating messages between
multiple processes by abstracting away the low level communication protocol instead of
having the user explicitly define everything. Since communication will be done on a single
device and a single host MPI will not be used but it is important to become aware of it as a
mean for managing multiple processes. Especially if multiple Devices are being utilized.
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1 void add( int *a, int *b, int *c )

2 {

3 #pragma omp parallel for

4 for (i=0; i < N; i++)

5 {

6 c[i] = a[i] + b[i];

7 }

8 }

Listing 2: OpenMP Vector Addition

2.1.3.3 CUDA

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is a C/C++ API that extends the lan-
guages capabilities to accelerate code onto Nvidia GPUs for general purpose computing.
The language works by allowing the user to write functions for the GPU referred to as
kernels which are then to be executed numerous times on different input parameters in
parallel. The GPU architecture is built in a way that accommodates data parallelism. The
Kernel behaves very much as a single instruction to be executed on multiple data, so when
code is executed on a GPU, the same instruction is executed on all parameters that needs
that instruction executed on. If a set of data needs to execute a separate instruction, then the
processor needs to finish executing its initial instruction on all its parameter before moving
onto the alternative one [7]. As a result, there is usually a set of good practices usually
advised to developers who wish to make any performance gains with GPU acceleration.
Data dependencies should always be minimized if at all eliminated. Having a task depend
on a previous task when the two tasks are executing at the same time will always result
in the dependent task which halt the other instruction until the independent one completes
fully.

CUDA is designed to run on massively parallel architecture, and to execute large sums
of threads. To help manage the vast number of threads usually in the range of thousands,
threads are usually organized in a hierarchical manner. While such organization is due
to the inherited architectural constrains, it does base the model on which CUDA execute
threads. Threads are usually grouped into blocks of threads (thread blocks) and these
threads are usually grouped into a grid. The dimension of Thread blocks and Grids can
be defined as either 1 dimensional (1D), 2 dimensional (2D), or three dimensional (3D) at
launch time without one having to influence the other dimension.

Reinforcing the concepts of assigning tasks that fit a particular architecture the CPU
does what it is designed for best, command and control. Management of a GPU is delighted
onto the Host (CPU), handling tasks ranging from memory and data exchange to and from
the device, to task execution and error handling. The Host launches tasks onto a GPU
using what is called a kernel. A kernel is similar to a function in CUDA however, unlike a
function it determines the size and the dimensions of the grid and the blocks within the grins
behaving like an instruction that is to be executed on a given grid and its block in parallel.
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Figure 2.5: Threading in CUDA and OpenCL is done in a way so that a collection of threads
doing the same task execute at every given cycle.

Like SIMD CUDA uses what is called (Single instruction multiple Threads ) SIMT to have
threads execute the same kernel (function) on separate portions of the data.

1 __global__ void add( int *a, int *b, int *c )

2 {

3 int threadid = blockIdx.x;

4 if (threadid < N)

5 {

6 c[threadid] = a[threadid] + b[threadid];

7 }

8 }

Listing 3: CUDA Vector Addition

2.1.3.4 Open CL

OpenCL is a more general programming model for multiple processors and not bound
to a particular vendor. Like CUDA, OpenCL relies on running Kernels on discrete co-
processors however unlike CUDA, OpenCL is not limited to only GPUs as it offers the
same models to other architecture such as CPUs, FPGAs, and Digital Signal Processors
(DSPs) [19]. Due to OpenCL ability to extend and to different architecture while maintain-
ing the same programming model, the is viewed as a cross-platform API where code written
in the OpenCL will execute on any device. One thing to watch out for when programming
in OpenCL is that the architecture of the device. DSPs, CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs all have
varying architecture that simply expecting instant performance gain by executing a code set
is really nothing more than wishful thinking if the programmer is not developing with ar-
chitecture in mind. Another thing to also consider is the limitation imposed by the OpenCL
model. Since execution on devices is kernel based, there is a number of features that will
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be omitted from the model on devices that would otherwise account for such feature within
their architecture. In general, a kernel function will not access to main memory, nor will a
device be able to execute anything along the kernel. So in a sense, Parallelism in OpenCL
is data parallelism (SIMD), and devices like FPGAs that are capable of functional paral-
lels (MIMD) will not always benefit in terms of flexibility. The programming model for
OpenCL is almost exact when compared to CUDA with the exception of a few re-naming
of terms and kernels are executed in the same way as noted in the code examples of listing
4 and 3. While OpenCL offers a really wonderful futuristic view on how the future of com-

1 __kernel void add (__global float * A,

2 __global float * B,

3 __global float * C)

4 {

5 int i = get_global_id(0);

6 C[i] = A[i] + B[i];

7 }

Listing 4: OpenCL Vector Addition

puting should be done, the model may look like a promising approach for heterogeneous
programming. While trying to work with openCL it always came across as an approach
that tries too hard to be flexible that it limits it’s self. After some time and exposure to
OpenCL, the API just starts to feel as if it really just too ahead of its time and just comes
out as something attempting to solve all problems with a hammer. OpenCL is optimized
for GPU and CPU architecture where memory may become a bottleneck and the embedded
support for vectorization, however for architectures like MICs or FPGAs, the model may
serve to only hold back the intended purpose of the devices and yield the other to be more
efficient due to miss use. Perhaps in the future such constrains will be diminished but at
of this point, CUDA is really the model the offers the most support and widely accepted
usage. Parallelism on an FPGA for example will only be done in a data parallel manner
[27] where a kernel is replicated as many times as there is an area and the data is pipelined
into it as demonstrated in Figure 2.6. Perhaps openCL is bound to shine when integrated
graphic cores become more significant that they already are but as of now, the model needs
to either change or offer a form programming that is not beneficial to only data parallel
tasks.

2.2 Machine Learning

As it would come as no surprise, people expect a rather human like interaction with their
machine. Rather than having to customize and tweak settings for a particular machine, it is
often preferred if the machine can anticipate changes before they actually occur or at least
as they happen. For example, if a person is angry, certain behavior and physical changes
can occur to help other anticipate such change. Such is what humans have evolved to expect
and it is less than likely that they will change over the next few years. To correlate such
phenomenon a large portion of technologically specific companies have enjoyed a relatively
high rate of success with their ability to adapt to their users history by recommending
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Figure 2.6: While an FPGA is highly flexible in terms of the variety of operations it can run,
code complied to run on a FPGA will be executed in a data parallel fashion as demonstrated
in the graph. Every kernel will occupy the some region and the data that needs to be
operated on will just be pipeline into that newly programmed regions

certain things that the user might be interested in. Such companies would be Amazon,
Google, and Last.fm for example. The reason why such companies would be mentioned
here is that there is no static or set mathematical function that will model a user perfectly,
rather these companies rely on what is referred to as machine learning. The ability for a
machine to try to not replicate a model but correlate or find a pattern within some form of
a system without actually modeling it or understanding it for that matter. In this section
the concepts of machine learning and the type of learning approaches will be reviewed and
categorized.

Humans have very limited cognitive capabilities and it is for that reason that they of-
ten rely on computational devices to run repetitive tasks and keep track of them through
programs. However, the problem changes when humans want to solve a problem they
themselves are unable to comprehend or model given their cognitive and technological
limitation. There are numerous things in nature that literally cannot be modeled or com-
puted due to growing order of complexities such as the weather or binary representations
of numbers, and some matrix operations on large matrices (Inverse matrix and truncation
errors). Thus the question arises, how can one model something that is highly random, such
as human behavior. As of now the most widely used approach is machine learning, which
is the idea of having the computational device learn from experience

2.2.1 Supervised and Unsupervised Machine Learning

In this sub-section the concepts of Supervised and Unsupervised machine learning will
be discussed with some details to provide the reader with a form of understanding regarding
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the nature of the two classes of machine learning. Supervised and Unsupervised machine
learning are forms of learning which mainly focus on static features as in data that does not
change. Typically Supervised and unsupervised machine learning is applied to structured
data, so records and databases are usually a very compatible examples to use with such
learning approaches. The goal is to find patterns or coloration through means of classifica-
tion or probabilistic inferences based on the nature of the feature (feature) set. If there is
a pattern that one would like to generalize to other sets then supervised learning is usually
the better approach, as it will simply classify the data in the form that best fit the previous
data. If the goal is to find a pattern within a large set then most likely the better approach is
to use unsupervised learning techniques. If the data sets are a mixture of both types, then
the usage of semi-supervised techniques the better choice.

2.2.1.1 Supervised Machine Learning

Supervised learning is a class of machine learning that that establishes the learning
process through examples. In most cases the data given to a supervised machine are already
processed and classified and the the goal is to be able to generalize the set so that newer
data points are automatically classified. The way this is done is through taking two sets, a
training set and a testing set of features with the same attributes. The training set is used
to make a model or a form of representation of that feature in order to device a pattern
that can then be used with other features of the same nature. This is done through a trial
and self correcting process depending on an acceptable error value [13]. If the model finds
that it is not representing the data set well enough it will simply go back and adjust it’s
self to better represent the set. Once the model has been trained with the training set, it’s
quality evaluated against the testing set to verify the accuracy of learning process. There
are two different approaches for applying supervised learning, a regression approach, and
a classification approach. The classification approach simply tries to categorize different
features that may relate to one another based on the relationship between the attribute with
in the feature vector. The second approach is regression, which is usage of probabilistic
methods to determine the likelihood that a certain variable is related to another. One of
the more the more known approaches for classification is Artificial Neural Networks which
are discussed in Chapter 4. Regression methods are also used in Classification methods
but since they are not the main focus of this work they will not be discussed in too much
details.

2.2.1.2 Un-Supervised Machine Learning

The usage of unsupervised learning usually manifests when one is given a data set or
a feature set and the outcome is not known. Essentially unsupervised Machine learning
is a class of learning where the goal is to find a pattern or a structure that is not initially
apparent with in the data. Unlike supervised learning, there is no error levels that one can
compare the results to which distinguish it from other forms of learning. The majority of
unsupervised learning is based on clustering with the or at least cluster like in nature or
appearance. While its initial conception is debated, it is believed to have been conceived
as early as the 1930s by Robert C. Tryon and his work in analytical psychology [28] [1].
Clustering has mainly been used to extract meaningful patterns and information from large
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sets of data. This is done through grouping similar data sets as clusters, in a process called
cluster analysis, where the correlations between two or more entities is decided by either a
distance vector (in some arbitrary plain/dimension) or point(s) depending on the algorithm
used [1]. What dictates which algorithm is most suitable for a given data set, is the task
needed of the datasets along with the attribute and characteristics of dataset(s). While the
number of algorithms are numerous they can probably be categorized into five types [1]:
Hierarchical algorithms where a hierarchy of clusters similar to a tree is made with data
entities at the leaf level. Partitioning competitive models are algorithm which partition
the plain into partitions which contain a single cluster, with the most popular example
being K-mean. Model-based clustering algorithms are of the latent variable model variant
which assume that the dataset(s) are/is based on a probabilistic model and a given set of
parameters. Graph-based clustering Algorithm is as the name suggests are based on the
graph structure where every node is connected to one another with an edge.

2.2.1.3 Semi-Supervised Machine Learning

A variant of Supervised learning where a portion of the feature have all the attributes
needed to define the expected outcome, while others are missing one or two needed to
make decisions. So in essence, the dataset consists of some entries that are classified and
some that are unclassified due to missing attributes in most cases. While both Supervised
learning and Unsupervised learning approaches are extremely powerful when used on the
correct set of data, they do have their own problems such as over and under-fitting for new
data not accounted for. For example, a supervised learning might not be able to correctly
classify an entry that it has not been exposed before resulting in an output that is meaning-
less or just an inability to classify it. Classification is the same too, as it could just treat
the entry as noise or simply become incapable of generalizing. Semi-supervised learning
attempts to combine the capabilities of both supervised learning and unsupervised learning
for a given problem so they can augment one another. The field is relatively new-ish for
mainstream development and require some domain knowledge but it’s capabilities are often
quiet powerful if done correctly.

2.2.2 Sequential and Reinforcement Machine Learning

Unlike supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques where the learning
process operates on sets of similar data. The process becomes completely different when
the environment is completely unknown or the state of the feature changes depending on
some factor such as location or time. Unlike the previous traditional learning methods dis-
cussed before, both sequential and reinforcement learning take a rather biological approach,
where like in the natural world, learning happens through iterations, trial and errors.

2.2.2.1 Sequence based Learning

Most of the information observed in nature are sequential in nature, so in a sense all
sensory data involves time in one way or another. Through retaining information previously
observed and applying it to occurring events, one is able to use previous events to predict
outcomes. Such is how the human brain is able to overcome processing limitations through
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general interaction, it simply what separate the novice from the expert. Sequence learning
is one of the most prevalent forms of learning by humans and animals. [25] One does
not learn how to run before they walk nor do they walk before they crawl. For humans,
learning comes at different stages, even during observation. Applying such principle to
machines however is perhaps one of the most challenging things for domain experts. There
exist different methods for processing sequential data, but the most widely used approaches
are probably Hidden Markov Models HMMs [29] [17] [25] (or some form of graph based
model) and Recurrent Neural Networks RNNs [25] [23] . Sequence learning can ultimately
be categorized into four different categories [25] as follows:

Sequence prediction where the goal is to predict the next element of a sequence. So
given a sequence a sequence Si,j = {xi, xi+1 · · · , xj} we would want to predict xj+1 based
on Si,j . Sequence prediction can be viewed as an over training of a model where the output
is made to match a very specific sequence without much variation.

Sequence generation is similar to sequence prediction however the goal is not to predict
something that should match and through the goal is to generate sequences that are not
necessary known or need to be similar to the original sequence. Like sequence prediction,
sequence generation works by taking a and attempts to generate a subsequent element xj+1

where xj+1 can be used to generate a sequence based on the model developed Sj+1,j+k =
{xj+1, xj+2 · · · , xj+k}.

Sequence recognition simply recognizes a sequence by iterating through it. This is great
for classification or just recognizing if a sequence is correct or not.

Sequential decision making is the concept of being able to make decisions based on a
sequence either in the middle of it or after being given that said sequence. The ultimate
goal of sequential decision making is to either direct as sequence to lead to a particular
path reach a particular goal.

2.2.2.2 Reinforcement Machine Learning

Since true intelligence can only be recognized through interaction with the world, Rein-
forcement learning the most basic of learning principles, trial and error. The way reinforce-
ment works is rather simple, the learner can be viewed as an agent in an environment that
consists of the feature space. The learner interacts or at the very least makes assumptions
but it is not notified initially if the actions were correct or not, it is only when the learner
has reach a result that is rewarded or punished for its actions. The goal of the learner is
to maximize the expected reward/outcome by adjusting to previous outcomes through trial
and error. Similar to to how a living organism will not touch fire after getting burned once,
or simply doing the things that results in being rewarded more often.
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2.3 Summary

This Chapter describes the concepts of machine learning and hardware acceleration
and the desire for using them. By understanding the information introduced here the reader
can make meaningful assumption on the type of choices that can either benefit or hinder a
particular implantation. In addition, it introduces the different types of approaches that are
usually available and hints toward what is likely to be the best approach for a given problem.
Chapter 3 will continue by explaining why a particular approach is more favorable for a
particular type of problem of feature set.
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Chapter 3

RELATED WORK AND PRICIPLES APPLIED

Chapter 3 introduces the approach and principles that will be applied in the subsequent
Chapters. In section 3.1 the idea of combining machine learning algorithm is introduced
by comparing two different machine learning algorithm and discussing their strength and
weaknesses and how they can work to augment one another. Section 3.2 discusses how
events are related to one another and how adaption can help model systems based on se-
quences. Section 3.3 provides some rules of thumbs on how to deal with hardware limita-
tions and get the most out of an architecture.

3.1 Hybrid combination of machine learning Algorithms

In this section, we discuss the simple yet highly efficient concept of augmenting ma-
chine learning algorithm with similar ones so that they may balance one another when
diverging from a particular solution. It should initially be noted that combination is not
really a new idea, it is something that is used ubiquitously in data science. As stated in
Chapter 2, there are different classes of machine learning algorithms, meaning for every
data-set there will always be a classification that determine what class of machine learn-
ing algorithms should be used. This is all fine in dandy if one wants to constrain his or
herself to the capabilities of one learning class or the other. Recall that the determining
factor that decides whether a set should should be processed either through supervised or
unsupervised approaches is whether the outcome is known or not. When the outcome is
known, simple classification is sufficient for a given data set, however when the outcome
is not known, clustering and pattern recognition is usually what is needed to infer some
form of outcome. It is not foreign for someone to use unsupervised methods to determine
a particular attribute regarding different subsets of a data-set and then using supervised ap-
proaches to classify and hopefully generalize results in the future. It is a simple principle,
use algorithm that excel at different aspects to maximize the potential of the processing
approach.

3.1.1 Hybrid clusters

The focus of this subsection is to introduce the concept of combining similar algorithms
to improve their over all performance. The example below will provide an augmentation of
un-supervised machine learning algorithm for non-sequential data that are likely to change
as time goes on. Both algorithms presented here have strength and weaknesses that com-
plement one another. Density based clusters may be not as easy to use on data that needs
to be generalized however it is very good at finding clusters. Model based clusters on the
other hand are great for generalization however the developer needs to have a basic idea of
what the over all cluster should look like in-order to initiate the algorithm.
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3.1.1.1 Density based clustering

Density-based clustering is a mean of clustering which is highly flexible, as it doesnt
apply a hierarchical, partitioning, or probabilistic approach. Density-based simply relies
on the distance between a given object/point/entity within the plain the cluster takes place
in. As a result, Density-based clustering proves to be highly favorable for when the cluster
shapes are not easily distinguishable or tightly packed together. Density-based clustering
works on a few variables and concepts; for simplicity sake each object, point, entity will be
referred to as a node and the space the nodes populate as the plain. For every node observed
a radius epsilon (ε), is used on each node to decide the neighborhood spanning around the
node in question where other nodes can form a cluster or a group with it [1]. A variable
MinPts is assigned to decide the minimum number of nodes within a nodes neighborhood
that will be needed to form a cluster. If a node has more or equal nodes than the required
Minpts, it is referred to as a core-point, and if the node lacks the necessary number of
neighbors to be reached by a distance equivalent to ε it is then referred to as a boarder-
point. Core- points that fall within the neighborhood of a core-point are referred to as
direct density reachable while those that can be acceded through a series of hops from one
core-point to another are called density reachable and all other nodes with in the cluster
(boarder-points) are density connected with everything else being labeled as a separate
cluster or simply noise [1]. Of The many approaches of Density based clustering, the most
popular is Density-Based Algorithm for Discovering Clusters in Large Spatial Databases
with Noise (DBSCAN) and its variant Ordering points to identify the clustering structure
(OPTICS). The difference between the two being that OPTICS will adjust its ε value to
reach further nodes while DBSCAN will more likely assume they are just noise. Neither
approaches are better nor worse than the other, rather each one has a different application.
A Density-based clustering Algorithm input is a set of nodes, a MinPts value dictating the
number of nodes required for a group of neighboring nodes to become a cluster, and a
radius eps (ε), for an output, density based cluster the outputs are two sets one of clusters
and the other of noise nodes.

Figure 3.1: An example of the composition of a density based cluster
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3.1.1.2 Model based clustering

Model based clustering is a form of statistical learning of the semi-supervised learning
variance, that offers a very flexible yet powerful model if implemented correctly for a given
feature-space. Model based clusters views each cluster as a distribution (a Gaussian) and
utilize a mixture model, to implement soft-clustering. Soft-clustering is a form of clustering
where a node within the cluster space can identify with more than one cluster. So if one
was to visualize a Model based cluster it would easily look like a number of distribution
inter-lapping with one another. the reason such model is very powerful and flexible is
that it can simply generalize from a small population onto a much larger one through it’s
usage of a mixture problem. This is quiet helpful with data than can vary slightly from one
another such as accents or general mainstream preferences. However the main issue with
Model Based Clusters is that they can become completely worthless if the designer doesn’t
have some idea of what the cluster should look like. Basing the cluser near or on it’s actual
location before optimizing is just necessary for model based clusters to have any significant
worth.

Figure 3.2: In model based clustering, a cluster is presented as a Gaussian distribution and
every node can belong to multiple clusters

3.1.1.3 Combining the two

As one notices, the two algorithm are implemented in a different ways utilizing different
principles with the aim of doing the same task. As noted before, model based clustering
excels at generalizing a model from a small population to a larger one, while DBSCAN
excels at recognizing cluster shapes. By using DBSCAN on a set that is likely to grow
over time, one can overcome the weakness of model based cluster which is not knowing
what function to use to model the set, and thus implement one that fits what the DBSCAN
generate. By doing so, clustering over long periods will require less work or effort because
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the model will be generalized. What the combination of the two algorithm does is provide
a simple way of deriving a function that fit the initial cluster and then a way to generalize
it so that it would fit for larger distribution.

3.2 Achieving adaption through Sequential learning

Discreetness is an abstraction. One would like to assume that a given feature or an
entry in a data-set is a discrete variable but that is not always the case. For a very long
time such assumption has served us well and has been the basis to a number of successful
machine learning approaches, however it should be understood that omitting features or
properties will likely have random results far in the future. Sequences are a very integral
part of the natural world, and although one would like to assume that a ”word” for example
is a discrete, where such word appears, how it is used, and what it is used for may sometime
have more of an impact on its meaning that its actual meaning its self. Simple Adaption is
really nothing more than prediction of whats to come. Whether it is sequence generation or
sequence prediction, the objective is always to model the system or at least approximate it
to something that doesnt diverge too greatly from the original system. However, modeling
is hard if not impossible at-times so it is here when adaption becomes highly relevant. To
model a whole system one can look at the system as a whole and try to model it, which
easily works for simple small systems, however for a very large system, the chaotic nature
may be so complex and so unpredictable that it becomes simply impossible. Rather than
modeling a whole system, one can view a system as a series of sequences, and rather than
just focusing on the whole system, s/he can only model on a single entry in a sequence and
the other possible outcomes occur from that one entry. So rather than working with the full
system, the person would only be working with a much smaller subset at each given time,
so that as changes in a system manifests the model adapts where the change has occurred.

3.3 Working with Hardware Limitation

Computation on a single CPU core is very efficient as these cores are heavily optimized
for task execution. For most usual mundane tasks, the CPU offers more than enough power
and performance, the issue manifests when the processor needs to do large sum of compu-
tation all at once. So, it should be understood that for some problems the CPU is the way to
go, while some problems may lend themselves very well to distributed or heterogeneous ar-
chitecture, its just the programmer needs to identify the nature of his/her code to see which
section can benefit from parallelism and if whether the cost can outweigh the benefits. As
stated before, while some hardware architectures and designs have their strength, they also
have their own limitation. As it was hinted earlier the bottle neck tends to lie within the
memory bandwidth and the rate at which a system can communicate with its components.
memory is slow, the further away the processor is (multi-node, GPU, or multi-socket) the
slower it will be.

On chip memory is not shared memory, thus whenever communication needs to be
established, or data need to be accepted that trip to the desired memory needs to be made
during which time the processor will be idle. The cost of communication and transfer rates
can be expensive, often outweighing the need for parallelism if done incorrectly.
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3.3.1 Processes and Threading

When programming in parallel, it is essential to utilize all the resources available and
distribute the work amongst the hardware component that is doing the calculation in fairly
equal portions. To help manage and distribute work across compute devices , an operating
system introduces the abstraction that is a thread and a process. Essentially Process is a
single task executed by the operating system with its own set of allocated resources that
can be scheduled to run on the CPU. Within a single process threads can be executed in
parallel and share resources within the process thus being able to work on the same prob-
lem through synchronization or division of work. Unlike a thread a process is unable to
share resources with other processes. For processes to communicate with one another, they
have to rely on message passing to communicate or share resources with one another. This
analogous to shared memory architecture and in fact it is how shared memory architecture
operate. Execution on a device or a separate system is treated as a process on it’s own
and it’s memory is never really shared across other processes. The limitation imposed on
resource sharing by having multiple process, usually serve as a bottleneck for calculations
on a given input or data-set. Having multiple processes on a system does cause the system
to create a buffer zone in memory to serve as borders between the process, and in addition
to that; each process needs to have some allocated memory space that serves as reference
to every other process in the system. As one can conclude number of resources needed to
manage a process grows linearly with each new process being added. As a result, processes
are usually made to not span multiple nodes. A rule of thumb is usually to create as many
processes as there are processors and as many threads as there are cores within a proces-
sor, however depending on a given architecture that rule may change. With Intel’s hyper
threading the number of threads is multiplied by two, and on an accelerator such as a GPU
it is always advised to create as many threads as possible due to the data parallelism nature
of execution occurring at each given cycle.

Figure 3.3: Having multiple processes on a single system constrains the amount of memory
the system has to use as it needs to keep track of other processes and keep a buffer around
it’s allocated resources

3.3.2 Improving performance by understanding parallelism

When code is executed on a computer’s processor it goes through three main cycles,
fetch, decode, and execute. At the fetch state, the processor has to go to main memory to
retrieve the instruction it needs to execute, and as one can tell, respectively doing that same
process multiple time is expensive as the processor is usually ideal waiting for the data.
Vectorization is one way of reducing the need for power and time used for the instructions
decode and execute process as the processor simply does one decode for quite a bit of data
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all at one big go [3]. The way vectorization works is as such, rather executing instructions
in a sequence, data is fetched as a vector of data, once the data has been fetched, every
instruction is stored in a registry on the actual processor thus eliminating the need for the
processor to repeat the fetch step again. Once fetched, the processor execute the same
instruction on all the data stored on the processor. Performance improves significantly on
modern processors as they are optimized and engineered for these types of tasks especially
on accelerators when execution is driven by operations on regular data meaning that a
system only vectored Contiguous blocks of data. As stated before, sometimes the compiler
is incapable of optimizing the code, as a result even if the user was using pragmas or
directives to help direct the compiler, there are usually a chance that the compiler may not
be able to correctly optimize the code to the highest performance.

When it comes to GPGPU, Vectorizing is a mandatory as it is dictated by the hardware
architecture, even if it is present in the CUDA programming model. A form of SIMD on
a GPU is called Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT) [7]. Because it is hard to
reach peak peak performance on a GPU due to the bottleneck of memory bandwidth on
a given PCI bus transferring kernels from the CPU to a GPU, it is always recommended
and encouraged to offload as much work or information onto the GPU’s main memory.
One the GPU has the information it needs it then goes through it by taking chunks of it
and operating on them as they are divided into blocks of tasks. shared memory on a block
acts as a a vector processor of width 32 groups of 32 cores act in lockstep rather than
independent cores such as with a CPU or a MIC. Threads within a thread block are divided
into sets of 32 referred to as warps. Each warp executes in SIMD fashion (SIMT) using 32
cores of Shared memory, if a thread block contains multiple warps, the whole execution is
halted until every diverging path is executed, so like with SIMD it optimal to execute data
with the same instruction in groups.

3.4 Summary

This Chapter has provided the main core concepts that will be used in implantation.
There are various methods to attack the problems introduced in this Chapter however only
the principles that are employed in this work were discussed. By understanding the con-
cepts here the reader can understand why a particular approach was used over another in
the subsequent Chapters.
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Chapter 4

ADAPTION THROUGH A COMBINATION OF LEARNERS

In this Chapter a Hybrid approach to over come the limitation of some of the basic machine
learning algorithm is used so that they are both combined together to create a system that
utilizes their strength and limit their weaknesses. Section 4.1 will introduce the problem,
while Section 4.2 will introduce the algorithm used in this work. Section 4.3 will introduce
the general concept for why one would mix those two particular algorithms together, while
section 4.4 will go over how data was generated for testing the implementation. Section
4.5 will give a high level explanation of how the algorithm work and how different tasks
is delegated onto one or the other. Section 4.6 touches on the hardware and the training
aspect of this work while section 4.7 discussions the results observed. Finally a summary
of the Chapter is given in section 4.8.

4.1 Introduction

The process used in this section is a mixture of both probabilistic deterministic finite-
state automata (PDFA) and general Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). As was demon-
strated in section 3.1 one way to improve performance of a learning algorithm is to combine
it with another that excels at a different task. The goal of this particular implementation is
to take two algorithm that are in no way or form engineered to process a large sequence
and to augment them in a way that they are able to process sequences regardless of their
limitation. The goal with this work is to break up a sequence into states so that an ANN
can work with a subset small enough that too much decisions will not effect it’s overall
performance. Essentially a divide and concur approach.

4.2 Algorithms used

Two main functions are used for this particular implementations, ANN, and probabilis-
tic state machines. A traditional ANN consist of multiple neurons (see Figure 4.1) feeding
and outputting into one another [13]. A linear neuron is the simplest form of a neuron a
network could have. In that form a neuron simply behave as a summation function, taking
all the inputs wixi driven into it and adding them up along a bias term b +

∑
xw. As one

can easily notice the linearity of such approach is likely to grow by being heavily based on
weight input and as it grows it will then increase the input of subsequent neurons where fi-
nally the final output is some ridiculously large number. To over come such limitation, it is
often preferred to use a one linear function ϕ which would result in the activation values of
each neuron to explode. A very popular function to use with neural network is the Sigmoid
function y = 1

1+e−b+
∑

xw where the function can never really grow or decay (being between
0 and 1) but still be able to output a value that is representative enough of it’s input.

The motivation for using Probabilistic state machine came from work of Wolfgang
Minker on user modeling [2]. Probabilistic state machines are for all intensive purposes
state machines with with probabilistic state transitions[30]. The reason for using them is
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Figure 4.1: A linear neuron found within a traditional Artificial Neural Network

that a lot of graph based models are essentially state machines with some notion of time
which makes them stochastic. Since there is no perception of time in the data other than
the sequence of the state and a lot of that work is handled by the ANNs, probabilistic state
machines just seemed like a great way to build a graph based model representative of a
sub-sequence.

Figure 4.2: A representation of a probabilistic state machine where it is trained to Figure
out what a user would pick for a drink and a snack after being trained on previous events

4.3 General concept

Feeding a large sequence of events such as the notes within a song into a ANN will
result in the network diverting. The reason for that is that ANN does not have an under-
standing or a concept of memory. The ANN only classifies input based on how it is trained
so when it is fed an input that is likely to be dynamic or change over time it will more than
likely fail to classify any of it and it’s gradient errors will keep on oscillating resulting in a
system that will not converge. The basic concept of the approach presented is to break up
problems that are too big for one learner into smaller portions that can be easily modeled.
Like a hidden Markov model the decision making will not encompass everything that has
happened and will happen in the future, rather it will only focus on the current state and
then makes decision based on observation of what has recently occurred and where in the
state machine the sequence is in. The PDFA works as a mean to break up the sequence
and classify it so that the ANN (in charge of transition) does not have to adjust unneces-
sarily and thus end up diverging from the actual problem. The goal is to generalize enough
for the system to know what state is to comes next after reaching a particular point in the
sequence, so reducing the problems feature space is most desirable. Essentially melodies
in a song are divided into sections that are almost modular in sound or can at least stand
on their own as a meaningful sequence of musical notes. The sections are then iterated
through to make a PDFA so that a higher level note sequences is represented in a form that
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is somewhat discrete (not really) in-order to help manage and predict the most likely note
to follow the current one, omitting the need of having to predict from a wide range of all
possible playable notes in the true feature space.

4.4 Generating data

Acquiring sequential data which would fit the nature of the problem was challenge
at the beginning until it was observed that a number of files can easily be used to test
functionality. Midi files provide an interpretation of music that can easily be converted into
music notation or tablature. As Midi essentially capture a rather large portion of a musical
composition it felt just right to extract dependent sequential attributes through a Fission
process. Fission is a process where relevant attribute of a feature is split into different
parts to observe a particular mean, context or presentation [11]. Given a midi file, a single
instrument from the midi sequence is extracted and then the sequence is evaluated by a
JavaScript script that converts the sequence of notes into text letters. The composition
is presented as a text file of sequential note-letters that are equivalent to the notes on a
more abstract level {A,A#, B, C, C#, D,D#, E, F, F#, G,G#}. Different octaves as
they would normally be in a theme or measure. This was done intentionally to constrain
the feature space and provide constrain to the system. Songs are presented to the system
as a sets of sub-sequences, where every sequence is a theme or a riff that can be modular
in sound or represented by itself without the need of previous music. This was done to
in-order to attempt to make the the sub-sequences is discrete. To further elaborate this, if
a note is a letter, and a measure is a word, then the sub-sequence would be a sentence in a
given composition.

4.5 Processing Semi-sequential data with hybrid combination of algorithms

Once a sequence of sub-sequences is made, it is sequentially iterated through from
start to finish in order to generate a probabilistic state machine that would represent the
composition given the man-made (arguably subjective) partitions made at the sequence
generation stage. Every sub-sequence starts at the same node labeled as the start node.
The iteration process will observe each sub-sequence alone to avoid collision during run-
time. As it creates a sequence of probabilistic states that can represent the sub-sequence
and once the end of the sub-sequence is reached the iteration process moves onto the next
sequence starting from the original start state again. Understanding that sub-sequences
often repeat and sometimes repeat with minor variation, it is important to attempt and
merge sequences whenever possible at the initial stage. If a sequence starts with a note that
another already predefined sequence has, then this particular paths likelihood to be selected
will be reinforced and the same will be done for the next sequences. If a collusion happens
and there is a miss match, then a split will occur and there will be a diverging path. Since
the variation can simply be harmonization of melodies or perhaps just slight improvisation,
the sequence will keep track of original sequence so that if the pass converges again, that
original pass can be re-enforced. Once the state machine is created, the iteration loops again
through the state machine, however this time it is for collecting attribute data regarding the
different paths within the state-machine. Records and attributes are recorded regarding
each state such as diverging paths, previous states, and loops every time a state is visited.
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When a state has multiple visits, information regarding the previous sates visited and that
path taken is recorded thus providing information that can be used for the later portion of
the process.

Figure 4.3: The start node determines which sequence is to be picked after the other

After the State machine has been created, some modifications are needed to be made to
it for the implementation to be truly a hybrid one. Instead of using than using probability
to transition from one state to another, the state employ the usage of an Artificial Neural
Network to control the transition process from one state to the other. Using the informa-
tion collected during the state-machine creation the network is trained on features that are
tailored specifically towards transitions from one state to another. A state inputs a vector
consisting of the note played, how many times it has been played, the number of loops it
has had since visiting the node, and three previous notes due to the absence of a method
that can determine the length a note is sustained. So, each ANN in charge of transition is
trained on these parameters so that during operation the network is able to decide which
next state is best fit to traverse to based on the input it receives.

4.6 Acceleration and optimization the hybrid implementation

It is in this section that hardware optimization principles introduced in Chapter two
and Chapter three are applied. As noted before, hardware acceleration only really works
when a lot of parallelism needs to be exploited, that is not to say that any parallelism will
work, rather its usually data parallelism is meant by the generic term of parallelism in such
context. So to elaborate, it is only when a large sum of similar jobs needs to be executed
in parallel that acceleration really shines. Yet, Acceleration is not the silver bullet, since
there might not be a need at all to use acceleration as the cost to use a device may out-
weigh the cost of writing optimized code. Based on the way host code is complied, a CPU
performance can be greatly augmented if vectorization is taken into account. Due to the
nature of the problem, this section will only be focused on the the parallel section of the
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Figure 4.4: input from the previous state is given to the next state with the Neural network
deciding which states is to be transitioned to

algorithm, meaning that the building of a probabilistic stat machine will not be taken into
consideration since it is linear in nature and heavily dependent. Rather it is the training
of the artificial neural network that will be accelerated or Augmented. Three different ap-
proaches are taken with this particular implementation, a generic Java implantation relying
on hyper threading and the compiler to execute code, an implementation using OpenMP to
force vectorization of the code, and lastly a CUDA accelerated implementation using the
same method as the one used for OpenMP.

The implantation in java is rather simple, the number of cores multiplied by two to
account of hyper threading dictates the number of threads, with each thread just doing the
sequential implementation of forward feed back propagation until all the networks have
been trained to an adequate error level. The OpenMP implantation takes advantage of the
fact that an ANN will need to wait for a layer to finish executing to move onto the next
one. So every layer is vectorized and the same task to determine the output of the firing
value of the neuron in question is done on multiple data at the registry level. The CUDA
implantation is obviously similar to the OpenMP one but rather it uses its uses the GPU
SM to execute blocks so there are more tasks being done at one cycle.
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4.6.1 Generic Training

An Artificial Neural Network is trained in two phases labeled as forward feed and back
propagation. Initially input is fed into the network and mapped to every node in at a given
layer. Once a layer receives all the inputs to all the neural nodes within it, it activates all
the the neuron firing functions to determine the output of each neuron. The order in which
neurons are invoked does not matter so long the neuron has received it’s input already,
but one can not move from one layer to the next until the layer has completed invoking
every neuron in that current layer. For every node n there is an output x and for every
connection from one node to another within the next layer there is a weight associated with
it represented as wrl where r is the position of the node in the layer in belongs to and l is
the position of the node in the next layer. To determine the activation value for a node the
weights of the previous input are multiplied with their associated input and are all summed
together as ewhere e = wjlxj+. . .+wilxi. Once e has been calculated it is evaluated by the
activation function f (e) to determine the firing value of the neuron which was represented
as x for the input value of a neuron.

Figure 4.5: Display of neurons within a network going through the forward phase

Forward feed is essentially the iteration from the start layer to the output layer in a
sequential manner since one can not start a layer until the previous layer finishes. Once
the output has been calculated for the training phase, it is compared to an expected known
output. The difference between the output and the known test value is referred to as δ
where δoutput = (O − E). The δn for a given neuron Nn then behaves as a value to adjust
the weight inputted into the neuron Nn given the error variation from the original output.
Due to the parallel nature of the ANN, the changes or the impact of each weight connection
relies on it’s previous input so a calculation of the derivative will need to rely on other due
to the properties of the chain rule. Lucky there is a semi sequential way of doing this where
previous results are used to calculate the rate of change. Adjustment to a given weight is
calculated as ∆w = ηδ df(e)

de
xinput where η is the step-size determining how much a given

weight should change, df(e)
de

is the derivative of the activation function, and xinput is the
output associated with the weight from the the previous layer. For every layer, the deltas
associated with every neuron are calculated and once they are they are used to adjust the
weights connecting one layer to the other until the initial input weights are reached.
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Figure 4.6: For every neuron a delta is calculated to adjust the weights of the nodes from
the previous layers

4.6.2 Training using OpenMP

The initial goal of using OpenMP is to try to limit the processors dependencies on
memory so this is done by offloading a chunk of variables onto the CPU registry so that
the CPU can operate on them simultaneously without having to access memory every time.
The task of vectorizing ANN was rather tricky at the start as it was a new and foreign
approach to someone who was introduced to ANN in a very linear manner [16].

4.6.2.1 Forward Feed

Initially two things should be considered before reaching the conclusion of how to
approach vectorization on ANN. First, a node in one layer is connected to every node in the
next layer, meaning each node has to output a vector

[
w1 · · ·wm

]
. Second, there is more

than one neuron firing at each layer iteration, so essentially you have a vector of neurons
[n1 · · ·nn] where each neuron is outputting a vector of weights. Thus what one has is a
nxm matrix of weights at each given layer while not accounting for the bias. To account
for the bias one simply simulates a node that constantly outputs a 1 and a weight equal to
the bias value so in total the matrix would be m × n + 1. Usually the firing value of a
neuron is a multiplication of the activation function value based on the previous input, so
one can represent this in vector format by multiplying the matrix of all the weight plus a
constant bias along with a vector of the activation function values for every neuron with
the addition of a 1 to not alter the bias value. A matrix multiplication of the vector of the
activation value for each neuron and the associated weights for the nodes in the next layer
as demonstrated in equation 4.1. Once the multiplication process is done, one ends up
with matrix of all the values needed to determine the activation function for the next layer.
Calculation of the activation function may not always work on a vector input as it is usually
a single expensive operation, but the whole thing can easily be vectorized where instead of
each core having to work with a single network, it works on all the nodes, sequentially
adding the next weight until it reaches the Bias value, or instead it partition the work across
the the available cores doing doing a sub section on the sum and finally combining the
whole thing once done. Once the total weight is calculated the activation function can then
be applied on each sum simultaneously though vectorization again.
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Figure 4.7: the process of a layer firing into the next layer can be easily represented as a
vector and done concurrently because there is condition reacquiring a neuron within a layer
to execute before another
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4.6.2.2 Back Propagation

Essentially vectorization of back propagation is the same as forward feed with the only
exception being that the input of the succeeding layer is feeding in the previous layer. To
adjust to the reversal of input pattern the matrix representation has to be slightly modified
as each layer can not be guaranteed to be of the same size and the weight adjustment need
to placed in a way where they are summed. A simple way to help visualize this is as shown
bellow in Figure 4.9, rather than a single neuron mapping weight input to multiple neurons
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Figure 4.8: A visual representation of matrix of weights being reduced down to an input-
vector for the activation functions

in a scatter manner (Distributed computing reference), multiple neurons are mapping to
a single neuron in a reduce/gather manner. This can easily be done by transposing the
original weight matrix, however before that is done the deltas for the succeeding nodes
need to have been calculated just like how the activation output. Like in the forward feed
phase, one needs to complete a given layer before moving onto the next.

Figure 4.9: Back propagation is a mapping from one layer to another and can be easily
represented in the form of vectors and matrices
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Once the deltas have been calculated the adjustment to the weights can then be added to
the original weights. The goal is to generate a matrix equal in size to that of the origi-
nal weights used in the previous forward feed operation demonstrated in 4.1 for a matrix
addition process that can be done in parallel through vectorization.

∆W =

δ
i+1
1
...

δi+1
m

 [xi1 · · · xin 1
]

=


∆w11 · · · ∆wn1

... . . . ...
∆w1m · · · ∆wnm
∆b1 · · · ∆bn

 (4.4)

Wnew = Wold − η∆W =


w11 · · · wn1

... . . . ...
w1m · · · wnm
b1 · · · bn


old

− η


∆w11 · · · ∆wn1

... . . . ...
∆w1m · · · ∆wnm
∆b1 · · · ∆bn

 (4.5)

4.6.3 Training using GPGPU

Given the GPU architecture, vectorization is really the only way an ANN can be im-
plemented in a way that would result in a performance boost on relatively large networks.
The particular networks do not consist of large layers, thus its more than likely the full 32
compute cores within a SM will not be fully utilized with every execution cycle. It was
initially considered that do use multiple layers across multiple blocks where each would
manage more than one layer, but due to the nature of matrix operation it was decided that
such approach would only result in bottlenecks between blocks needed to share resources.
Thus, implementation on the GPU were for the most part the same as the OpenMP on an
abstract level. Every block is assigned a layer and associated layers communicate neces-
sary values through the shared memory located on the GPU board as the on chip memory
is far to small for everything to be unloaded onto.

4.7 Results

The context of this section is divided into two section, accuracy and performance. In
the first section we evaluate the accuracy of the system being tested against the expected
sequence outcome. In the second section is comparison of the performance seeped of the
three different methods of training the ANN sections of the work.

4.7.1 Accuracy

Three compositions were used, Starchild by a Finnish melodic death metal band Win-
tersun, Time to come which is a back ground arrangement for a Super Nintendo Japanese
game called Super Robot Taisen 4 (Gaiden too), and a Japanese Dōjin (fan) artists Saitama
Saishuuheiki (S.S.H) rearrangement of a video game background track music of the game
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guilty gear with multiple improvisation and through-backs to older bands (I believe Ham-
mer fall a Swedish band is referenced) or other games. To test the accuracy of the predic-
tion, the output of every sequence is test the next note that should come after it to make
sure predicting correctly.

4.7.1.1 Under-training the networks

Initially over-training was something that was feared as it is usually frowned upon. It
really isn’t however when implementing this hybrid network a number of things were done
to deliberately generalize the implantation ability to make decision and avoid over-training.
This as a result caused some issues that were noticed on some specific data sets. During
initial testing phases, it was noticed that the implementation would often diverge if the
variation in sequence was too great as noted in the table below. This occurred because
a number of decision would often fall onto one node, often the start node/state. This is
essentially what would happen when the input becomes too large. The decision on which
the start has to make a choice is based on a very small input and over time, more likely
outputs will dominate certain weights that would either make the choice go towards the
network sequence that is always being picked, or simply make all the other sequences
equally unlikely to the point where any sequence is just as good as any other one regardless
of the input.

4.7.1.2 Over-training the networks

Investigating the property of each sequence it became apparent that the networks shouldn’t
be limited enough on such training sets that are not too extremely large. The input to each
network was engineered in a manner that would be able to predict the next sequence with-
out any diversion as it relied on more than a single source of verifying the next sequence.
After some collective thinking it then became apparent that the network just needed a finer
process of error propagation and training. Since the goal of this implementation is sequence
prediction and not sequence generation, over training is in this special case good and under-
training is bad. Over training then resulted in a perfect score for each song used because the
complexity was not too great and the network is practically working as a switch. If the se-
quences and sub-sequences were to grow much larger then such problem which manifested
with the under-trained approach would again manifest it’s self again.

Average Music Under training Over training

6 runs Wintersun-Starchild ≈ 82% 100%
4 runs Super Robot Taisen-Crossing through Time ≈ 98% 100%
4 runs S.S.H.-Guilty Gear-Holy Orders ≈ 84% 100%

4.7.2 Performance analysis

To make sense of the different performance, a bench mark was created to test the speed
on which neural networks trained on different architectural system. The hardware used
was an INVIDIA GTX 770, and an intel i7-4770k, where tests were ran on a CUDA imple-
mentation for GPU, a vectorized implementation using OpenMP, and the regular objected
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oriented compiled version that doesn’t utilize any of the extra features the CPU provides
(because a compiler needs to be hinted whether it can do something or not). Neural net-
works were replicated for the later portion to provide a large number to work with. The
metric is broken into 7 time steps, starting from a relatively low number and slowly moving
onto larger numbers of networks.

As shown in Figure, 4.10, for very small sets of neural networks with small amount of
neuron per layer it was clear that a CPU dominates in performance. One of the reasons for
that was because each network did not consist of neuron layers that had a relatively large
number, and the number of registries on a cpu are relatively small compared to the GPU.
What became also clear was that taking a given processor’s architecture one can vastly
improve it’s performance as long as the problem fits that given architecture.In the graph
below one can see that at the start the CPU dominates but what is also noticeable is that
accounting for the processor’s ability to vectorize code for data parallel tasks tends to lead
the CPU to outperform the somewhat dependent execution cycle even when parallelism is
accounted for. As one would notice though, over time the vast number of tasks needed
to be executed does hold back the CPU fairly quickly while the GPU’s massively parallel
nature beings to shine as it optimized for very large sets but that is for very large numbers.
For this given problem, the number of neurons were not that sufficiently large to justify the
usage of hardware acceleration.

Figure 4.10: Performance of the different architecture over increased number of neural
networks where every step is an increase 100 networks. The green is an NVIDIA GTX
770, the blue is normal compiled code, and the orange is vectorized openMP on an intel
i7-4770K CPU.

4.8 Summary

The combination of both PDFA and neural networks (any classifier would do at this
point) provide a rather flexible and somewhat scalable approach to train data whos pattern
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change or can grow in number. The reason scalability might be called in question is that
new addition may influence old entries, as a result it is possible that the system would need
to be re-trained or redesigned to see if it still performs well, every time a new subsequence
are added. It is possible to limit this problem by making more abstraction thus reducing the
amount of training needed on a higher level but that is only an assumption at this point. The
only other solution to such problem is an implementation that has a concept of memory.
This particular implementation works rather on a short term memory, so that not only would
the next sequence be predicted using a rather limited understanding of what has happened
so far, it literately has no grasp of events that occurred at the initial stages of the sequence
and if it did it has very little influence. Adjusting the parameters and tweaking the input can
only help so much, and in the end will only serve to over train the model. A notion of long
term memory is needed for longer sequences if it needs to be replicated with some form
of decision making, and thus at this point the only feasible solution for a longer pattern is
LSTM which is discussed in Chapter 5 and introduced in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 5

USING RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS ON HETROGENEOUS SYSTEMS
FOR SEQUENCE PROCESSING

This Chapter focuses on the utilization of RNN for sequence based input. In section 5.1
the reason for using such algorithm is discussed, while section 5.2 introduces RNN, their
problems, and the present solution. Section 5.3 discusses how the input data for this section
were created, while section 5.4 discusses the tool used to accelerate the learning phase.
Sections 5.5 discusses the results acquired while sections 5.6 conclude and summarizes the
section.

5.1 Introduction

Seeing as a hybrid implementation would overtime fail, due to unintentionally lost in-
formation either not accounted for lost in the fission or iteration process, it was essential to
investigate models which designed with adaption in mind. Two approaches were likely to
be considered, at the beginning HMMs were very attractive, but after seeing LSTM RNN
superior performance and much simpler design, it was decided that LSTM would be the
optimal approach due to it’s ability to make decisions based on long term events.

5.2 Background on Long-short Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks

A commonly used approaches to attempt Sequential learning is the use of Recurrent
(cyclic) Neural Networks (RNNs) [25] [13]. Multiple variations of RNNS exist but in
a general sense, RNNs are usually just a rather dynamic and very deep in terms of ap-
proach as oppose to simpler Artificial Neural Network (ANN) designs. Unlike traditional
approaches to engineering Neural Networks, outputs form certain nodes (usually hidden
layers) are looped back into the nodes input with each successive sequence so that a form
of memory is simulated (in the sense that past experiences alter current outcomes), This
is very similar to how probability based sequence models that rely on all to most previ-
ous sequences to predict unknown events. RNNs are perhaps one of the most promising
approaches to unstructured machine learning, as variations of RNN have been shown to
outperform modern Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based system [32] for Speech Recog-
nition, a domain which HMMs are known to dominate. As a result, to the highly efficient
flexibility of RNN, the idea of relying heavily on feature engineering by domain experts
(the dark arts) is just reduced to just providing the Network with a type of input that repre-
sent the event well enough, and the rest is just delegated onto the networks ability to adapt
or weight optimization at the initial start of the network’s training.

5.2.1 Recurrent Neural Network

Recurrent neural networks are the deepest of neural networks, in a sense they have a
limitless depth. The process where an output is reprocessed as input within a RNN can be
viewed as a step where the network goes deeper in the learning process with each incoming
sequence. Input in a recurrent neuron at a time t is identified as the previous output xt−1
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Figure 5.1: Unlike regular Neural networks a Recurrent Neural network cycles its output
with every iteration.

of the previous iteration of that particular neuron, and the current input, into the neuron
ut multiplied by their own weight matrices (or vector) represented as θ. In 5.1 The firing
function is represented as an input of xt−1, ut, θ where θ is a general representation of
the weights of the input parameters Win, the weights of the recurrent parameters Wrec ,
the bias input b, and the firing function σ as shown in equation 5.2. The basic concept
behind recurrent neural networks is to augment ANN to be able to make decisions based
on dependencies from previous inputs. Essentially, what RNN do is simulate memory by
providing a form of input from previous events that could influence the current output as
it could likely to be dependent on a sequential pattern. Doing so gives Neural Networks
the wide range of abilities within sequential learning where the ultimate desire is that some
form of all of the previous events will be taken into account to make better predictions and
decisions. This is incredibly significant as unlike a HMM it will not rely on the time t and
the state si to attempt to make decisions. Rather the whole sequence (or a representation of
the sequence) through the previous input of the network are used to optimized the decision
making process and adapt to all the attributes given. Essentially the promise is that one can
do so much with the ability to predict what is likely to happen rather than having to resort
to dynamic programming and having to exhaustively go through a greedy approach that is
in the ranges of some ridiculous time complexity.

xt = F (xt−1, ut, θ) (5.1)

xt = Wrecσ (xt−1) +Winut + b (5.2)
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Figure 5.2: A representation of Recurrent Networks with respect to time and iteration

5.2.2 Vanishing and growing gradient

While RNN do provide a rather intuitive and potentially very powerful approach to
process sequential data, its training is very hard to implement. The hinders presented with
training a RNN are mostly gradient based which manifests when attempting to train the
network through back-propagation. It was formalized mathematically by Sepp Hochreiter
[14] that normal back-propagation on recurrent regular neural network doesn’t really work.
AS one propagates the error signal from one layer (of time) to another, the errors become
smaller and smaller exponentially vanishing or simply growing larger exponentially until
they are unrecognized as numbers. (It is possible to have a set of weights that give a
relatively useful error that is not too high or two low but creating such already trained
network really defeats the purpose of training it.) To evaluate the growing and vanishing
gradient problem, the work of Yoshua Bengio [21] will be referenced to give the reader a
mathematical background of the problem. Given an error value ε at time t that needs to be
propagated with respect to time by finding the derivative similar to how a δ was computed in
the traditional ANN as shown in 5.3. Due to the inputs having to flow from past sequences,
that have influenced it at time t the change has to be mapped as a Jacobian t times. As one
recalls that for a Jacobian Jt,k defined as ∂xt

∂xk
or ∂x1,...,xt

∂x1,...,xk
which results in a t×k matrix of all

the first order partial derivatives that are ultimately deltas of the recurrent weight matrix at
a given time as presented in equation 5.4. Now given two matrices/vectors W T

rec or diag(σ
′

and the fact that weight adjustment in back propagation is pretty much a linear addition, one
can simply use a method such as power iteration to find the largest eigen values and thus set
an upper limit on the value at a given time as shown in 5.5. So assuming that γWrec are the
largest eigen value then the norm of the jackobian Jt,k defined as a constant to the power
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of t − k. So if that constant is larger than 1, it will grow exponentially towards infinity.
If the constant is less than one it will diminish to zero exponentially and not adjust. So
the gradient here either explodes or vanishes and as a result the past is not exactly helping
influence the decision making process.

∂εt
∂θ

=
t∑

k=1

(
∂εt
∂xt

∂xt
∂xk

∂+xk
∂θ

)
(5.3)

∂xt
∂xk

=
t∏
i=k

∂xt
∂xi

=
t∏
i=k

W T
recdiag(σ

′
(xi−1)) (5.4)

∥∥∥∥∂xt∂xi

∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥W T
rec

∥∥∥∥∥diag(σ
′
(xi−1))

∥∥∥ ≤ γWrecγσ (5.5)

t∏
i=k

∥∥∥∥∂xt∂xi

∥∥∥∥ ≤ (γWrecγσ)t−k (5.6)

5.2.3 Long Short Term Memory

One of the more popular ways of overcoming the limitation imposed by the growing and
vanishing gradient problem is by LSTM. Introduced in 1997 by Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen
Schmidhuber [15] LSTM was the answer to the problem they had previously introduced
regarding RNNs. What LSTM does is change the architecture of the network to be able to
adjust to the linear nature of the growing and vanishing gradient problem. The fundamental
differentiating factor from LSTM and traditional Neural network is that instead of using
regular artificial neurons, LSTM uses a memory block shown on 5.3. Essentially what the
memory block does within an LSTM is deal with the updates as they occur. What LSTM
uses and what many other variation use is the concept of gating which is component wise
multiplication (multiply 1 if yes, multiply 0 if no, but in some cases a non linear function is
used such as a tanhx or a sigmoid). Essentially the core of the LSTM block is a memory
cell, it is there where the memory of the block is stored, around it are three input neurons
which are activated through firing function that decide if an LSTM block should input
into the memory cell, output from the memory cell, or delete the memory in the cell. So,
an LSTM blocks consist of three main operations, Input, reset, and output, where each
operation is decided by the input parameters of the network. Each of the input parameters
uses the input from the input feed at time t and the previous output from from time t − 1.
The computation of which these three operations are determined are shown in equations
5.7 5.8 5.10 5.9, where θ is a general representation of the Bias value and the associated
weight matrix. In the given equations ht is essentially the output of the block, it determines
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what goes in the input node, ft determines what goes in the forget node to determine what
the forget gate does, ot determines what goes in the output node to determine if the block
should output or not, and finally ct determines the value that is retained by the the memory
cell within the block. None linear functions are heavily used to keep the gradient from
either exploding or vanishing at a rate that is not greatly influenced by time.

Figure 5.3: A representation of a LSTM node

it = F (xt, ht−1, θ) (5.7)

ft = F (xt, ht−1, θ) (5.8)

ct = ft × ct + it × tanh(F (xt, ht−1, θ)) (5.9)

ot = F (xt, ht−1, θ) (5.10)

ht = ot × tanhct (5.11)

5.3 Engineering The Input Vector and the network

As stated before, adaption in a LSTM RNN is very intuitive, the model like its bio-
logical counterpart essentially builds prediction based on previously observed events and
thus any reference to previously occurred events would only serve as nothing more than a
useless redundant effort. In order to accommodate for such characteristics, it was essential
to redesign the input parameters. In some sense, the whole architecture had to be discarded
as tracking of characteristics such as the number of loops and the previous notes were no
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longer necessary. Initially, input is taken as a modular measure from start to finish. Like a
word in a sentence or a text composition a measure was to be treated as something discrete
and meaningful on its own however that became problematical during the implementation
phase. For a while everything seemed to work fine until processing began on the song
Starchild by the Finnish band Wintersun. In that particular composition the composer kept
on alternating between 4

4
time signature and 3

4
time signature so in essence the length of

each measure varied at different parts of the song. Inspired by the work on language trans-
lations through the usage of LSTM [26], the input was designed as measure but it is not fed
in all at once, rather it is fed in a sequence with a defined end. However that didn’t work out
too well because of Midi is essentially a flawed format that has no understanding of what a
correct measures should look like. The idea of splitting music into multiple measures was
omitted after some unessential invested effort. The whole song was treated as a sequence
with rests notes. Rest notes had to be manually expanded as they were not represented in
midi and just treated as delays. it was simply a mess to try and have that extracted correctly
from midi files as midis don’t exactly follow the rules of music. Notes are divided into 16th

notes and unlike the previous implementation, rests notes and octaves were also taken into
accounts since LSTM do have an understanding of time. There is an output lag specifically
placed in the network during run time, essentially the network does not necessarily output
anything until the first measure, this was done to as a mean to initialize the network. Be-
cause a delay was necessary to prepare the network a first measure was decided by the first
measure’s time signature. If The time signature was 4

4
then the initial delay would be 15

(16− 1), if it was 3
4

then the initial delay would be 11 (12− 1). Once the the first measure
is is received, the network starts to output it’s prediction of second measure. While the
network is outputting the measure it is fed the the correct the actual measure note by note
as it outputs it’s prediction at the same time note being fed to it. This was done so that
the network reinforces it’s output or redirect it back to the desired sequence if it diverges
slightly. A visual representation is presented in Figure 5.4.

5.4 Acceleration using CURRENNT

Due to the high demand for computational power required by a LSTM RNN, training
was done using CURRENNT [31], a CUDA enabled machine learning library. Getting
CURRENNT to work was probably the most painful thing to do during this effort as it was
torture to set up due to the limited documentation provided. Browsing the message board
provided to be highly useful on getting more modern hardware to work with the code
base. Out of the box CURRENT supports only CUDA toolkit 5.0 so some augmentation is
necessary to get the library to work on newer tool-kits as the current toolkit available is 7.5.
Once CURRENT began running, setting up a particular neural network was not as painful
but there was some slight limitation. CURRENT only allowed for only a single hidden
LSTM layer however each layer could contain 100 biased LSTM units. All a user have
to define is set a few parameters such as output delay or the the properties of each layer
such as the number of units to be used, the inclusion of forget gates or peepholes and the
activation functions being used then feed the structure of the network through a JSON file
as the intention was to use a compiled file and not really the code. For this implementation,
the input layer was defined as a normal input layer of size 2 for the note and the octave.
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Figure 5.4: A visual representation of the Recurrent Network implemented with respect to
time and sequence iteration. First a measure is fed into the LSM RNN and then output is
generated of the next note. So in other word given inputt ( or notet) generate outputt+1

(or notet+1) .

The Hidden layer was a bidirectional LSTM layer of size 100, and the output just a regular
output layer of size two to compare it with the sequential input it is predicting.

5.5 Results

Tests were done on the same three songs used for implementation in Chapter 4. Results
were not perfect as the goal was sequence prediction while what was gained was sequence
generation. Having an exact match was not something that occurred for large sequences.
For small ones such effort can be done, however as the sequences of sequences got larger
variations started to occur. One can notice that the second song Time to come does fairly
well, that is because it is only a background song that loops over and over, so it is really
simple. The other two songs on the other hand are very dynamic and much more com-
plicated so it was essentially hard to predict some of the events. It is possible that some
information were lost during the fission process. Midi are not the best format to represent
sheet music as they can consit of invalid music structures.

5.6 Summary

In this section the fundamental properties of an LSTM network were discussed and
defined. In the implementation the LSTM network build would usually generate sequences
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Average Music Accuracy

3 runs Wintersun-Starchild ' 75%
1 run Super Robot-Crossing through Time 100%
2 runs S.S.H.-Guilty Gear- Holy Orders ' 72%

rather than replicate what was previously defined. While this works great for a number of
application it was not the desired result here. It would have been great to add a second layer
and see how the network would perform but given how limited CURRENNT was when it
came to generating and training an LSTM such effort was abandoned.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

This thesis has addressed the limitations imposed on regular Machine learning algorithm
and hardware. In this work, I attempted to over come some of these limitations with the
usage of naturally adaptive algorithm that is very expensive yet lends it’s self to paral-
lel architecture, and I have attempted to merge two algorithms together so that they may
processes data they are not optimized for. The combination of different machine learning
algorithms was utilized in Chapter 4 where two algorithms were made to augment one an-
other and work with an input that is specifically sequential. There was also work to address
a specific type of architectures that would benefit the algorithm for a given data input while
demonstrating that through data parallelism most architecture can contribute significant re-
sults. The thesis has also addressed the usage of sequential algorithm for the processing
of naturally sequential inputs such as LSTM in Chapter 5. In some way, a lot of these ap-
proaches can be applied in applications outside of music, especially ones that are random
or can not modeled would require a form of adaption to their chaotic nature. When initi-
ating this work, I had no doubt in my mind that heterogeneous architecture was something
that should be used for everything. While I still do believe to some extent that they have
their significant usage I was surprised to find out that such paradigms may not always be
necessary if good programming practices are applied. The lessons learned where mostly
the gaining of some understanding of sequence analysis and the power of vectorizing code.
Yet an even more important lesson was the understanding how different algorithms can
befit one another during a concurrent operation.

6.1 Lessons learned

The Importance of writing data parallel code was heavily reinforced during this effort.
Significant performance can be realized if a programmer develops code with vectorization
in mind, as significant investments are being made to utilize SIMD functionality in modern
processor to overcome the bottleneck of going back and forth between main memory and
the processor. It also became apparent that acceleration is not exactly the solution for all
problems. The cost of accelerating code can oftentimes overweight the benefits of the
whole process. Understanding the fundamental nature of a problem is more significant
than just attempting to utilize massive resources and hope that a speed increase will be a
factor. From a decision perspective, A great deal of work was invested in programming
the implementations in CUDA or OpenMP which did not necessary bring much benefit in
terms of context. Due to these approaches being fairly unpopular a lot of the tools which
are available are either poorly documented or just not adopted by a significant amount of
programmers for their specific work. An alternative to Coding in OpenCl, OpenMP, and
CUDA is to actually use Python. Python has a wide variety of resources and libraries that
are well documented and widely used by others. features such as CPU Vectorization and
GPU acceleration can easily be done with libraries, CPU vectorization for instance can be
done using the library Pandas so can Torch for NVIDIA GPUs.
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6.2 Future work

It was quiet frustrating not being able to get LSTM RNN to do something as simple as
sequence prediction. The task is a simple recitation of what had occurred previously. For
very large sequences of sub-sequences it is likely that such task would only get harder, so
for a while focusing on how I learn or play music was a big portion of my idle activities
during the day. What had not occurred to me while implementing the LSTM for this work,
is that while there is a reinforcement approach to learning music there is also a relatively
high sequence prediction aspect to it. Realizing the modes and the settings for which
something should be played, involves a highly relevant role in being able to recognize
what is being played at a given moment. While there is certainly a large aspect of muscle
memory in playing music, a musician often needs a high level conscious awareness of what
exactly s/he is doing to recall the particular sequences s/he needs to execute. Often time
when playing a rather technical piece I find myself almost preparing myself for what is to
come. There is nothing that I find similar to that in LSTM, or at least through my usage
of it. As a result, I feel that it would be worth while to concurrently run two LSTM RNNs
in a modular manner parallel to one another. One LSTM could be tasked with recognizing
sequences while the other would be tasked with predicting the sequences. The sequence
recognizer would ultimately work as a form of classifier or a way to provide an abstraction
to the model which would intern be used to direct the sequence generator into the right
direction. There is still the issue of having a pre-defined input size for an RNN but I
believe with time a solution to this issue will be thought of or found in other work. Another
approach is to use a hierarchical approach and see how well networks behave.

While working on the thesis I came a cross the concept of Bagging. Basically bagging
is the idea of using multiple algorithms of the same implementation working on slightly
modified data sets and helping direct the over all decisions toward the most desired goal.
An example of such approach is Random forests which work by utilizing large sums of
decision trees working as an ensemble to find the most likely decision. This works great
for decision trees but for RNN the work required is added up linearly and that is assuming
that such networks will be trained at the same time. It is an expensive approach but a
rather interesting one that should be evaluated sometime in the future. That is not to say
that other algorithms should not be investigated. Currently one of the most popular type
of Artificial Neural Networks in deeplearning, with the other being Convolutional Neural
Networks however they are not the only networks that are very promising. Hessian-Free
networks are a form of RNNs that approaches the growing and vanishing gradient problem
by transforming the gradient space into one that can easily have traversed by mapping it
into another space where the global minima can be located with significant ease.

6.3 Summary

With this section the thesis is concluded. While a lot lessons where learned in this
approach there still remains a number of things to explore and understand. While this may
be the end of this thesis it should not be the end of this work.
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Appendix A

Data for the hybrid work

Midi to text raw Data

Wintersun-Starchild: [AACCAACCDDEEDDAACCCCBBAAAABBCCDDCCDDB-
BCCBBAAGGGGAABBCCBBAA][ AACCAACCDDEEDDEEDDBBCCBBAAAABBC-
CEEDDCCBBAAEEDDCCBBAA][ AACCAACCDDEEDDAACCCCBBAAAABBCCD-
DCCDDBBCCBBAAGGGGAABBCCBBAA][ AACCAACCDDEEDDEEDDBBCCBBAAAAB-
BCCEEDDCCDDEEEEDDCCBBAA][ DDAAEEAAFFAADDAAEEAAFFAAFFCCGGC-
CAACCFFCCGGCCAACCAAEEBBEEAAAAEEBBEEAAGGDDGGDDAABBAAEEBBEECCEE][
EECCF#F#CCGGCCEECCF#F#CCAACCBBEEAAEEGGEEGGEEAAEEBBEEFFAAGGAAAAAAFFAAFFGGAAGGAAGGFFEEFFGGFFEEDDCCDDEECCBB]
[AA][ AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADDBBCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBG-
GAAFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFDDEEFFEEDDEE][ AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADDB-
BCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBGGAAFFFFFFFFFFFFDDEEGGEEDDEE] [AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAD-
DBBCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBGGAAFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFDDEEFFEEDDEE]
[AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADDBBCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBGGAAFFFFFFFFFFFFDDEEGGEEDDEE]
[EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE] [EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE] [EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE]
[EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEGDGGDG] [AACCAACCDDEEDDAACCCCBBAAAABBCCD-
DCCDDBBCCBBAAGGGGAABBCCBBAA] [AACCAACCDDEEDDEEDDBBCCBBAAAAB-
BCCEEDDCCDDEEEEDDEEDDEEDDEEDDCCBBAA] [EEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAG-
GDDEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEECCDDGGGGGGGGGGGGBBBB] [CCFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF-
FCCDDEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGDDEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEECCDDGGGGGGGGGGEEF#F#GGF#F#DDDD]
[FFDDDDDDDDDDFFDDDDDDDDDDDDEEDDDDFFDDDDAAGGFFAAAAGGFFG-
GAAGGEEEEEEEEEEGGDDAADDGGAABBAAEEBBEECCEE] [AAEEBBEECCEEEECCF#F#CCGGCCEECCF#F#CCAABBEEAAEEGGEEBBEEAAEEBBAADDGGDDAADDF#F#DDGGDDF#F#DDEECCAAEECCBBAAGGAABBEE]
[DDAAEEAAFFAACCGGDDGGDDEEFFEEDDDDEEFFAAFFAADDEEBBEEAAAAEEBBEEAAGGAABBGGAABBCCEEBBEEAA]
[GGCCFFCCD#D#CCGGCCFFD#D#FFGGCCFFCCD#D#A#A#FFCCFFDDA#A#GGCCFFCCD#D#D#D#A#A#A#A#CCA#A#GGGGGGGGGGGGGGA#A#CCC#C#FFCCFFA#A#FFA#A#FFCCFFC#C#FFDD]
[EEG#G#BBEEG#G#EEG#G#BBEEG#G#BBG#G#EEBBG#G#EEG#G#BBEEG#G#BBG#G#EEBBG#G#EEDD]
[AEAECCAACCDDEEDDAACCCCBBAAAABBCCDDCCDDBBCCBBAAGGGGAAB-
BCCBBAA] [AACCAACCDDEEDDEEDDBBCCBBAAAABBCCEEDDCCDDEEEED-
DCCBBAA] [AACCAACCDDEEDDAACCCCBBAAAABBCCDDCCDDBBCCBBAAGGGGAAB-
BCCBBAA] [AACCAACCDDEEDDEEDDBBCCBBAAAABBCCEEDDCCDDEEEED-
DEEDDCCBBAA] [AACCAACCDDEEDDAACCCCBBAAAABBCCDDCCDDBBCCB-
BAAGGGGAABBCCBBAA] [AACCAACCDDEEDDEEDDBBCCBBAAAABBCCEED-
DCCDDEEEEDDCCBBAA] [A#FDA#FDCGECGEAFDAFDECAECAFDA#FDA#GECGECECAECADA#GDA#GGECGEC]
[AFDAFDAFDAFDECAECAFDA#FDA#GECGECGECGECECAECAECAECADA#GDA#GAFAFGECGEC]
[AFDAFDAFDAFDAFDAFDAFDAFDECAECAECAECAECAECAFDA#FDA#GECGECECAECADA#GDA#GAFDAFD]
[ AFDAFDFDA#FDA#ECAECAECAECAFDA#FDA#GECGECECAECADA#GDA#GAFAF]
[GECGECEEFFFFFFFFEEDDEECCAAFFEECCEEEEGGFFEEEEEEFFFFFFFFEEDDEE]
[GECGECEEFFFFFFFFEEDDEECCAAFFEECCEEEEGGFF] [EEEEEEFFFFFFFFEED-
DEECCAAFFEEDDCCEEEEGGFFEE] [FFFFFFFFEEDDEEEEEEEEFFEEDDCCEEEEG-
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GFFEE] [FFFFFFFFEEDDEECCAAFFEECCEEGGFFEEDDCC] [DDDDFFFFEEEEGGGGFFF-
FEEEEDDDDCCCC] [DDDDFFFFEEEEGGGGGGGGAAAAFFFFFFFFEEEE] [DDDDFFF-
FEEEEGGGGFFFFEEEEDDDDCCCCDDDDFFFFEEEEGGGGAAAAFFFFDDDDDDDDCCCC]
[DDFFEEGGFFEEDDCCDDDDFFEEEEGGAAFFFFEE] [DDFFEEGGFFEEDDCCDDF-
FEEGGAAGGFFGGGGFFEEFF] [FFFFGGEEDDCCDDFFDDEEDDCC] [DDEEFFEEG-
GFFEEDDCCDDDDEEFFEEFFGGAAGGAAGGFFGGFFEE] [DDEEFFEEGGFFEED-
DCCAADDDDEEEEGGAAFFGGFFEEFFFFGGEEDDEE] [FFEEFFAAGGAAGGGGAAA#A#GGGGAAFFAAGGAAGGFFGGAA]
[AFDAFDDDDDDDDDGECGECAFDAFDCCCCCCCCGECGECA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#FDA#FDA#GECGECDA#GDA#GGGGGGGGGFCFFCFGDGGDGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG]
[AFDAFDDDDDDDDDGECGECAFDAFDAAAAAAAAFDAFDAAAAAAAAAECAECADA#GDA#GGGGGGGGGA#FA#A#FA#CGCCGCAEAAEAAAAAAAAAAEAAEACGCCGC]
[DADDADDDDDDDDDGECGECAFDAFDCCCCCCCCGECGECA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#FDA#FDA#GECGECDA#GDA#GGGGGGGGGAFAFDA#GDA#GGGGGGGGGFDA#FDA#ECAECA]
[AFDAFDDDDDDDDDGECGECAFDAFDCCCCCCCCGECGECA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#FDA#FDA#GECGECCCCCCCCCCCCCGDGGDGAEAAEAAA]
[AFDAFDDDDDDDDDGECGECAFDAFDCCCCCCCCGECGECA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#DDCCA#A#GECGECDA#GDA#GGGGGGGGGFCFFCFGDGGDGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG]
[DADDADDDDDDDDDGECGECAFDAFDCCCCCCCCGECGECA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#FDA#FDA#GECGECDA#GDA#GGGGGGGGGAFAFDA#GDA#GGGGGGGGGFDA#FDA#ECAECAAFDAFDDDDDDDDDGECGECAFDAFDCCCCCCCCGECGECA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#FDA#FDA#GECGECCCCCCCCCCCCCGDGGDGAEAAEA]
[DDAAEEAAFFAADDAAEEAAFFAADD] [CCAADDAAEEAACCAADDAAEEAAC-
CAADDAAEEAACCAADDAAEEAA] [DDCCDDAAGGFFDDEEEEEEEEEEFFFFEEEE]
[DDAAEEAAFFAADDAAEEAAFFAAFFAAEEAADDAAFFAAEEAADDAA] [CCAAD-
DAAEEAACCAADDAAEEAACCAADDAAEEAACCAADDAAEEAA] [DDAAEEAAF-
FAAFFAAEEAADDAAAABBBBAAAAGGAAFF] [DDAADDAAEEAACCAADDAAEEAAF#F#F#F#GGGG]
[EEBBEEGGEEBBEEBBEEGGEEBBEEBBEEGGEEBBEEBBEEGGEEBB] [BBGGC#C#GGDDGGBBGGC#C#GGDDGGBBGGC#C#GGDDGG]
[DDAAEEAAFFAAFFCCFFAAFFCCFFCCFFAAFFCCFFCCFFAAFFCCFFCCEEDDEECC]
[FFDDFFEEFFEEC#C#AAC#C#EEAAC#C#AAEEAAC#C#AAEEC#C#AAC#C#EEAAC#C#AAEEAAEEC#C#AAEEC#C#EEAAC#C#EEC#C#AAC#C#EEC#C#EEAAC#C#AAEEAAC#C#]
[DADAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFFFFFFFFAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#GGGGGGGG][
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#A#DDEE]
[DDEEFFEEGGFFEEDDCCDDDDEEFFEEFFGGAAGGAAGGFFGGFFEE] [DDEEF-
FEEGGFFEEDDCCAADDDDEEEEFFGGAAFFFFFFFFFFFFA#A#AAA#A#AAA#A#AAFFEEDD]

Super Robot Taisen- Crossing Through Time [C#C#D#D#FFF#F#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#FFFFFFC#C#G#G#F#F#FFF#F#C#C#C#C#D#D#D#D#]
[C#C#D#D#FFF#F#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#FFFFFFC#C#G#G#F#F#FFF#F#C#C#C#C#D#D#D#D#]
[D#D#D#D#FFF#F#F#F#FFF#F#FFD#D#BBBBC#C#D#D#FFC#C#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#FFD#D#]
[D#D#D#D#FFF#F#F#F#FFF#F#FFD#D#BBBBC#C#D#D#FFC#C#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#FFD#D#]
[C#C#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#G#G#A#A#BBA#A#G#G#F#F#F#F#FFD#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#BBG#G#A#A#A#A#G#G#F#F#D#D#]
[D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#G#G#A#A#BBA#A#G#G#F#F#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#BBG#G#A#A#A#A#G#G#F#F#FF]
[D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#D#D#C#C#C#C#D#D#FFA#A#D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#D#D#F#F#FFFFF#F#G#G#FF]
[D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#D#D#C#C#C#C#D#D#FFA#A#D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#D#D#G#G#BBC#C#G#G#A#A#C#C#C#C#]
[C#C#D#D#FFF#F#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#FFFFFFC#C#G#G#F#F#FFF#F#C#C#C#C#D#D#D#D#]
[C#C#D#D#FFF#F#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#FFFFFFC#C#G#G#F#F#FFF#F#C#C#C#C#D#D#D#D#]
[D#D#D#D#FFF#F#F#F#FFF#F#FFD#D#BBBBC#C#D#D#FFC#C#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#FFD#D#D#D#]
[D#D#D#D#FFF#F#F#F#FFF#F#FFD#D#BBBBC#C#D#D#FFC#C#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#FFD#D#]
[C#C#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#G#G#A#A#BBA#A#G#G#F#F#F#F#FFD#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#BBG#G#A#A#A#A#G#G#F#F#]
[D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#G#G#A#A#BBA#A#G#G#F#F#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#BBG#G#A#A#A#A#G#G#F#F#FF]
[D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#D#D#C#C#C#C#D#D#FFA#A#D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#D#D#F#F#FFFFF#F#G#G#FF]
[D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#F#F#D#D#C#C#C#C#D#D#FFA#A#D#D#D#D#D#D#FFF#F#G#G#A#A#D#D#G#G#BBC#C#G#G#A#A#C#C#C#C#]
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S.S.H.-Guilty Gear- Holy Orders [EEBBGGEEEEBBD#D#BBEEBBGGEEF#F#AADDF#F#GGDDBBGGGGDDF#F#DDGGDDBBGGG#G#BBEEG#G#AAEECCAAAAEEG#G#EEAAEECCAAA#A#C#C#F#F#A#A#BBF#F#CCF#F#D#D#F#F#BBF#F#EED#D#BBF#F#GGA#A#C#C#EE]
[D#D#F#F#D#D#BBF#F#EEBBEEGGBBA#A#BBEEGGF#F#GGBBF#F#DDF#F#AADDC#C#DDF#F#AAG#G#AADDGGDDGGBBDDC#C#DDGGBBA#A#BBDDEEBBA#A#BBGGF#F#GGEED#D#EEA#A#BBAAEEAACCEED#D#EEAACCBBCCEEA#A#F#F#A#A#C#C#F#F#FFF#F#A#A#C#C#CCC#C#EEEEEEEEEEEE]
[GGBBGGGGBBGGAABBGGBBGGF#F#BBGGAABBCCCCGGBBCCGGAACCBBF#F#DDF#F#D#D#BBD#D#F#F#GGBBGGGGBBGGAABBGGBBGGF#F#BBGGGGAAGGBBGGGGAAAAAAAAA#A#C#C#A#A#C#C#BBAAGGF#F#]
[GGBBGGGGBBGGAABBGGBBGGF#F#BBGGAABBCCCCGGBBCCGGAACCBBF#F#DDF#F#D#D#BBD#D#F#F#]
[GGBBGGGGBBGGAABBGGBBGGF#F#BBGGGGAAGGBBGGGGAAAAAAAAA#A#C#C#A#A#C#C#BBCCEE]
[GGGGF#F#GGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBGGBBF#F#BBGGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBCCBBBBBB]
[GGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBGGBBF#F#BBGGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBCCBBBBBB]
[GGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBGGBBF#F#BBGGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBCCBBBBBB]
[GGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBGGBBF#F#BBGGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBCCBBA#A#BB]
[EEBBGGF#F#EED#D#EEF#F#D#D#AACCBBBBCCDDBBCCBBAAG#G#EEAACCGGF#F#A#A#EEA#A#F#F#A#A#EEF#F#GGF#F#G#G#EEG#G#BBCCBBCCCCCCBBAAGGF#F#D#D#EEEE]
[CCDDEEDDCCBBEEGGBBEEBBF#F#GGEED#D#CCBBAAGGAACCEED#D#CCAAGGEED#D#EEBBGGF#F#GGEEBBA#A#BBGGEED#D#EE]
[EEF#F#GGAABBAAGGBBEEBBCCAABBGGAAF#F#D#D#EED#D#CCBBAABBCCD#D#]
[EEF#F#EEGGAAGGF#F#F#F#GGF#F#EEDDGGCCDDBBD#D#] [EEF#F#EEGGAAGGF#F#F#F#GGF#F#GGAABBGGF#F#GGEEBBAAGGF#F#D#D#EE]
[GGBBF#F#BBEEBBAABBGGBBD#D#BBGGBBF#F#BBEEF#F#GGAAF#F#BBF#F#BBBBAABBGGBBF#F#BBEECCBBCCEEDDC#C#DDEEEED#D#EECCBBAABBCCD#D#EEBBEEGGF#F#EED#D#BBD#D#BBEEBBD#D#BB]
[EEF#F#GGBBEEGGBBEEAABBCCBBBBBBAABBBBBBCCBBAAGGEEBBAAEEBBBBEEBBCCEEBBBBF#F#D#D#BBBB]
[CCDDEED#D#EEF#F#GGF#F#EEGGF#F#EEGGF#F#EEBBAAGGAADDEEEEEEEEEED#D#BBCCAABBGGAAF#F#GG]
[EEC#C#C#C#CCC#C#BBC#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#F#F#FFF#F#G#G#AAG#G#AABBCCC#C#C#C#C#C#DDEEF#F#EEFFDDDDC#C#C#C#CCBBAAG#G#F#F#CCF#F#F#F#CCF#F#F#F#CCGGEEF#F#EEGGEEEEEEEEG#G#AAC#C#FFF#F#AACCC#C#F#F#G#G#AAC#C#FFF#F#AACCC#C#F#F#G#G#AAC#C#FFF#F#G#G#AABBC#C#DDEEF#F#GGF#F#F#F#BBGGEEBBGG]
[FFF#F#G#G#AAG#G#F#F#FFF#F#G#G#AAG#G#F#F#G#G#AABBC#C#BBAABBAAG#G#AAG#G#F#F#G#G#AABBC#C#BBAABBAAG#G#AAG#G#F#F#G#G#F#F#EEF#F#EEDDEEDDC#C#BBAAG#G#F#F#BBAAF#F#BBAAF#F#CCBBAACCBBAAC#C#BBAAC#C#BBAAEEC#C#CCEEC#C#CCF#F#EEC#C#FFEEC#C#F#F#EEC#C#FFEEC#C#GGF#F#EEGGF#F#EEGGF#F#EEGGAABBCCBBAAF#F#FFEEC#C#CCBBAAGG]
[GGEECCGGEECCGGEEAAF#F#DDAAF#F#DDAAF#F#BBF#F#D#D#BBF#F#D#D#BBF#F#BBGGEEBBGGEEBBGGCCGGEECCGGEECCGGDDAAF#F#DDAAF#F#DDAAEEBBGGEEA#A#GGEEBBGGEEA#A#GGEEBBGGEEEE]
[EEDDCCBBEEGGBBEEBBF#F#GGEED#D#CCBBAAGGAACCEED#D#CCAAGGEED#D#EEBBGGF#F#GGEEBBA#A#BBGGEED#D#EEEEF#F#GGAABBAAGGBBEEBBCCAABBGGAAF#F#D#D#EED#D#CCBBAABBCCD#D#]
[EEF#F#EEGGAAGGF#F#F#F#GGF#F#EEDDGGCCDDBBD#D#EEF#F#EEGGAAGGF#F#F#F#GGF#F#GGAABBGGF#F#GGEEBBAAGGF#F#D#D#EE]
[A#A#BBEEDDBBA#A#AAGGAAGGEEAAGGEEAAGGEEDDEEGGEEGGAAGGAABBAABBDDBBDDEEDDEEF#F#EEF#F#AAGGAABBAAGGA#A#BBAAGGBBEEDDGGEEDDEEBBAAGGBBAAA#A#AAGGAAGGEEDDBBA#A#AAGGAABBDD]
[EED#D#EEGGF#F#GGAAGGAABBA#A#BBEED#D#EEGGF#F#GGBBA#A#BBCCBBAAGGF#F#EEDDBBAAGGF#F#EEAAGGF#F#EEDDBBGGF#F#EED#D#EEGGDDEEA#A#BBAAA#A#BBAAGGA#A#AAGGDDBBAAGGAABBA#A#AABBAAGGBBDDEEGGAAA#A#BBDD]
[A#A#G#G#FFA#A#G#G#FFA#A#G#G#FFA#A#G#G#FFA#A#G#G#CCD#D#FFD#D#CCFFD#D#CCFFD#D#CCFFD#D#CCFFEEFFGGG#G#GGFFGGFFD#D#FFD#D#CCD#D#CCA#A#CCFFD#D#CCBBA#A#G#G#FFD#D#BBA#A#BBCCA#A#CCD#D#CCD#D#FFD#D#FFG#G#FFG#G#A#A#CCD#D#FFFFGGG#G#A#A#CCA#A#G#G#A#A#G#G#GGA#A#GGG#G#CCBBCCFFG#G#GGG#G#CCFFEEFFG#G#CCBBCCG#G#CCC#C#A#A#CCA#A#]
[F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#G#G#AAF#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#G#G#AAAAF#F#F#F#G#G#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#BBF#F#F#F#AAF#F#F#F#G#G#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#F#G#G#AAF#F#F#F#F#F#AAF#F#F#F#G#G#AA]
[F#F#G#G#AAG#G#F#F#EEF#F#G#G#AABBAAG#G#AAG#G#AAG#G#F#F#G#G#AABBC#C#BBDDC#C#BBG#G#AABBC#C#F#F#BBF#F#AAF#F#BBF#F#AAF#F#G#G#C#C#F#F#C#C#EEC#C#F#F#BBDDF#F#G#G#FFC#C#G#G#C#C#FFG#G#BBC#C#C#C#C#C#C#C#C#C#EEC#C#EE]
[EAEAC#C#G#G#C#C#F#F#C#C#BBC#C#AAC#C#F#F#C#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#F#F#C#C#BBC#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#DDC#C#C#C#C#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#F#F#C#C#BBC#C#AAC#C#F#F#C#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#F#F#C#C#BBC#C#AAC#C#G#G#C#C#DDC#C#C#C#C#C#]
[C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#C#F#]
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Appendix B

Pseudo-code for the hybrid work

Algorithm 1 Training of the System
Precondition: Properly formatted input, σ

1: function DIVIDE AND CONQUER(σ)
2: Partition σ
3: Manually partitioned by a Domain Expert
4: σ = σi ◦ σ1 ◦ · · · ◦ σn . |σj| ≥ 2
5: Create a Probabilistic State Machine
6: for i← 1 to N do
7: Keep track of j states after a split
8: in case of a merge
9: end for

10: for j ← 1 to n do
11: Input σi into the PDA
12: if No δ exists then
13: Create transition
14: end if
15: Update Transitional Probabilities
16: end for
17: for k ← 1 to m do . Sequentially or Concurrently
18: Replace each k transitional probability to an ANN
19: Train the ANN
20: while error threshold ≤ ε do . ε predefined
21: ~v = 〈qs, qs−1, qs−2, qs−3, qvs , qls〉
22: qs← Current State
23: qvs ← # of visits to this state
24: qls← Current # of loops to this state
25: end while
26: end for
27: return Hybrid System
28: end function
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Appendix C

CURRENT Configuration

The structure of a neural network defined for the CURRENNT executable file

1 {

2 "layers": [

3 {

4 "size": 2,

5 "name": "input_layer",

6 "type": "input"

7 },

8 {

9 "size": 100,

10 "name": "hidden_layer",

11 "bias": 1.0,

12 "type": "blstm"

13 },

14 {

15 "size": 2,

16 "name": "output_layer",

17 "bias": 1.0,

18 "type": "feedforward_identity"

19 },

20 {

21 "size": 2,

22 "name": "postoutput_layer",

23 "type": "multiclass_classification"

24 }

25 ]

26 }
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Appendix D

Raw data for LSTM

Starchild A5C6A5C6D6E6D6A5 C6C6B5 A5A5B5C6D6C6D6B5C6B5A5G5 G5A5B5C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6E6D6B5C6B5A5
A5B5C6E6D6C6B5A5E6D6C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6A5 C6C6B5 A5A5B5C6D6C6D6B5C6B5A5G5
G5A5B5C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6E6D6B5C6B5A5 A5B5C6E6D6C6D6E6E6D6C6B5A5D5A4E5A4F5A4D5A4E5A4F5A4F5C5G5C5A5C5F5C5G5C5A5C5A5E5B5E5A5A5E5B5E5A5G5D5G5D5A5B5A5E5B5E5C6E5E5C5F#5C5G5C5E5C5F#5C5A5C5B5E5A5E5G5E5G5E5A5E5B5E5F5A4G5A4A5A4F5A4F5G5A5G5A5G5F5E5F5G5F5E5D5C5D5E5C5B4A4
A4A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3D5B4C5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3B4G4A4F3F3F3F3F3F3F3F3D5E5F5E5D5E5A4A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3D5B4C5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3B4G4A4F3F3F3F3F3F3D5E5G5E5D5E5A4A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3D5B4C5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3B4G4A4F3F3F3F3F3F3F3F3D5E5F5E5D5E5A4A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3D5B4C5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3B4G4A4F3F3F3F3F3F3D5E5G5E5D5E5E3E3E3
E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3
E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3 E3E3E3E3 G4D4G3A5C6A5C6D6E6D6A5 C6C6B5 A5A5B5C6D6C6D6B5C6B5A5G5
G5A5B5C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6E6D6B5C6B5A5 A5B5C6E6D6C6D6E6E6D6E6D6E6D6E6D6C6B5A5E5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3G5D5E5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3E5C5D5G3G3G3G3G3G3B4B4C5F3F3F3F3F3F3F3F3C5D5E5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3G5D5E5A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3A3E5C5D5G3G3G3G3G3
E5F#5G5F#5D5D5F5D5D4D4D4D4F5D4D4D4D4D4D4E5D4D4F5D4D4A5G5F5A5A5G5F5G5A5
G5E5E5E5E5E5G5D5A5D5G5A5B5A5E5B5E5C6E5E5C5F#5C5G5C5E5C5F#5C5A5B5E5A5E5G5E5B5E5A5E5B5A5D5G5D5A5D5F#5D5G5D5F#5D5E5C5A4E4C5B4A4G4A4B4E4D5A4E5A4F5A4C5G4D5G4D5E5F5E5D5D5E5F5A4F5A4D5E5B5E5A5A5E5B5E5A5G5A5B5G5A5B5C6E5B5E5A5G4C4F4C4D#4C4G4C4F4D#5F5G5C5F5C5D#5A#4F4C5F4D5A#4G5C5F5C5D#5D#5A#4A#5C6A#5G5G5G5G5G5G5G5A#5C6C#6F5C6F5A#5F5A#5F5C6F5C#6F5D6E6G#4B4E5G#5E5G#5B5E6G#6B6G#6E6B5G#5E5G#5B5E6G#6B6G#6E6B5G#5E5
D5A5E5C6A5C6D6E6D6A5 C6C6B5 A5A5B5C6D6C6D6B5C6B5A5G5 G5A5B5C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6E6D6B5C6B5A5
A5B5C6E6D6C6D6E6E6D6C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6A5 C6C6B5 A5A5B5C6D6C6D6B5C6B5A5G5
G5A5B5C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6E6D6B5C6B5A5 A5B5C6E6D6C6D6E6E6D6E6D6C6B5A5
A5C6A5C6D6E6D6A5 C6C6B5 A5A5B5C6D6C6D6B5C6B5A5G5 G5A5B5C6B5A5A5C6A5C6D6E6D6E6D6B5C6B5A5
A5B5C6E6D6C6D6E6E6D6C6B5A5 A#4F4D4C5G4E4A4F4D4 E4C4A3 F4D4A#3G4E4C4E4C4A3D4A#3G3G4E4C4A4F4D4
A4F4D4E4C4A3 F4D4A#3G4E4C4G4E4C4E4C4A3E4C4A3D4A#3G3A3F3G4E4C4A4F4D4A4F4D4A4F4D4A4F4D4E4C4A3E4C4A3E4C4A3F4D4A#3G4E4C4E4C4A3D4A#3G3A4F4D4A4F4D4F4D4A#3E4C4A3E4C4A3F4D4A#3G4E4C4E4C4A3D4A#3G3A3F3G4E4C4E5F5F5F5F5E5D5E5C5A4F5E5C5E5E5G5F5E5E5E5F5F5F5F5E5D5E5C5A4F5E5D5C5E5E5G5F5E5
F5F5F5F5E5D5E5E5E5E5F5E5D5C5E5E5G5F5E5 F5F5F5F5E5D5E5C5A4F5E5C5E5G5F5E5D5C5D5D4F5F4E5E4G5G4F5F4E5E4D5D4C5C4D5D4F5F4E5E4G5G4G5G4A5A4F5F4F5F4E5E4D5D4F5F4E5E4G5G4F5F4E5E4D5D4C5C4D5D4F5F4E5E4G5G4A5A4F5F4D5D4D5D4C5C4D4F4E4G4F4E4D4C4D4D4F4E4E4G4A4F4F4E4D4F4E4G4F4E4D4C4D4F4E4G4A4G4F4G4G4F4E4F4F4F4G4E4
D4C4D4F4D4E4D4C4D5E5F5E5G5F5E5D5C5D5D5E5F5E5F5G5A5G5A5G5F5G5F5E5D5E5F5E5G5F5E5D5C5A4D5D5E5E5G5A5F5G5
F5E5F5 F5G5E5 D5E5F5E5F5A5G5A5G5G5A5A#5G6G6A6F6A6G6A6G6F6G6A6 A4F4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4C4C4C4C4G4E4C4A#3A#3A#3A#3F4D4A#3G4E4C4D4A#3G3G3G3G3G3F4C4F3G4D4G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3A4F4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4A4A4A4A4F5D5A4A3A3A3A3E5C5A3D5A#4G4G4G4G4G4A#4F4A#3C5G4C4A4E4A3A3A3A3A3A4E4A3C5G4C4D5A4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4C4C4C4C4G4E4C4A#3A#3A#3A#3F4D4A#3G4E4C4D4A#3G3G3G3G3G3A3F3D4A#3G3G3G3G3G3F4D4A#3E4C4A3A4F4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4C4C4C4C4G4E4C4A#3A#3A#3A#3F4D4A#3G4E4C4C4C4C4C4C4C4G4D4G3A4E4A3A4A4F4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4C4C4C4C4G4E4C4A#3A#3A#3A#3A#3D4C4A#3G4E4C4D4A#3G3G3G3G3G3F4C4F3G4D4G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3G3A4F4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4A4A4A4A4F5D5A4A3A3A3A3E5C5A3D5A#4G4G4G4G4G4A#4F4A#3C5G4C4A4E4A3A3A3A3A3A4E4A3C5G4C4D5A4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4C4C4C4C4G4E4C4A#3A#3A#3A#3F4D4A#3G4E4C4D4A#3G3G3G3G3G3A3F3D4A#3G3G3G3G3G3F4D4A#3E4C4A3A4F4D4D4D4D4D4G4E4C4A4F4D4C4C4C4C4G4E4C4A#3A#3A#3A#3F4D4A#3G4E4C4C4C4C4C4C4C4G4D4G3A4E4A3D5A4E5A4F5A4D5A4E5A4F5A4D5
C5A4D5A4E5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4D5C5D5A4G4F4D4E4
E4E4E5E4F5F4E5E4D5A4E5A4F5A4D5A4E5A4F5A4F5A4E5A4D5A4F5A4E5A4D5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4D5A4E5A4F5A4F5A4E5A4D5A4A5B5B5A5A5G5A5F5D5A4D5A4E5A4C5A4D5A4E5A4F#5F#4G5G4E5B4E5G5E5B4E5B4E5G5E5B4E5B4E5G5E5B4E5B4E5G5E5B4B4G4C#5G4D5G4B4G4C#5G4D5G4B4G4C#5G4D5G4D5A4E5A4F5A4F5C5F5A5F5C5F5C5F5A5F5C5F5C5F5A5F5C5F5C5E5D5E5C5F5D5F5E5F5E5C#5
A4C#5E5A5C#6A5E5A5C#6A5E5C#5A4C#5E5A5C#6A5E5A5E6C#6A5E5C#5E5A5C#6E6C#6A5C#6E6C#6E6A6C#7A6E6A6C#7D7A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4G4G4G4G4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4G4G4G4G4G4G4G4G4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4F4F4F4F4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4G4G4G4G4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4G4G4G4G4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4G4G4G4G4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4G4G4G4G4G4G4G4G4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4G4G4G4G4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4A#4D5E5D5E5F5E5G5F5E5D5C5D5D5E5F5E5F5G5A5G5A5G5F5G5F5E5D5E5F5E5G5F5E5D5C5A4D5D5E5E5F5G5A5F5F5F5F5F5F5A#5A5A#5A5A#5A5F5E5
D5

Super Robot Taisen- Crossing Through Time C#6D#6F6F#6D#6D#6F6F#6F6F6F6C#6G#6F#6F6F#6C#6C#6D#6D#6
C#6D#6F6F#6D#6D#6F6F#6F6F6F6C#6G#6F#6F6F#6C#6C#6D#6D#6 D#5 D#5F5F#5F#5F5F#5F5D#5B4
B4C#5D#5F5 C#5F5F#5G#5F#5F5D#5 D#5 D#5F5F#5F#5F5F#5F5D#5B4 B4C#5D#5F5
C#5F5F#5G#5F#5F5D#5 C#5D#5F5F#5G#5G#5A#5B5A#5G#5F#5 F#5F5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5B5G#5A#5A#5G#5F#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5G#5A#5B5A#5G#5F#5
D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5B5G#5A#5A#5G#5F#5F5D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5F#5D#5 C#5C#5D#5F5A#4D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5D#6F#6F6F6F#6G#6F6D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5F#5D#5
C#5C#5D#5F5A#4D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5D#6G#5B5C#6G#5A#5C#6C#6C#6D#6F6F#6D#6D#6F6F#6F6F6F6C#6G#6F#6F6F#6C#6C#6D#6D#6
C#6D#6F6F#6D#6D#6F6F#6F6F6F6C#6G#6F#6F6F#6C#6C#6D#6D#6 D#5 D#5F5F#5F#5F5F#5F5D#5B4
B4C#5D#5F5 C#5F5F#5G#5F#5F5D#5 D#5 D#5F5F#5F#5F5F#5F5D#5B4 B4C#5D#5F5
C#5F5F#5G#5F#5F5D#5 C#5D#5F5F#5G#5G#5A#5B5A#5G#5F#5 F#5F5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5B5G#5A#5A#5G#5F#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5G#5A#5B5A#5G#5F#5
D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5B5G#5A#5A#5G#5F#5F5D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5F#5D#5 C#5C#5D#5F5A#4D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5D#6F#6F6F6F#6G#6F6D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5F#5D#5
C#5C#5D#5F5A#4D#5D#5D#5F5F#5G#5A#5D#6G#5B5C#6G#5A#5C#6C#6

S.S.H.-Guilty Gear- Holy Orders E6B5G5E5E6B5D#6B5E6B5G5E5F#5A5D6F#6G6D6B5G5G6D6F#6D6G6D6B5G5G#5B5E6G#6A6E6C6A5A6E6G#6E6A6E6C6A5A#5C#6F#6A#6B6F#6C7F#6D#7F#6B4F#6E5D#7B6F#6G6A#6C#7E7D#7F#6D#6B5F#5E5B4E5G5B5A#5B5E6G6F#6G6B6F#5D5F#5A5D6C#6D6F#6A6G#6A6D7G5D5G5B5D6C#6D6G6B6A#6B6D7E7B6A#6B6G6F#6G6E6D#6E6A#5B5A5E5A5C6E6D#6E6A6C7B6C7E7A#5F#5A#5C#6F#6F6F#6A#6C#7C7C#7E5E7
E5E5E7E5G6B5G5G6B5G5A6B6G6B5G5F#6B5G5A6B6C7C6G5B6C6G5A6C6B6F#6D6F#6D#6B5D#6F#6G6B5G5G6B5G5A6B6G6B5G5F#6B5G5G6A6G6B5G5G6A6A5A6A5A#6C#6A#6C#6B6A6G6F#6G6B5G5G6B5G5A6B6G6B5G5F#6B5G5A6B6C7C6G5B6C6G5A6C6B6F#6D6F#6D#6B5D#6F#6G6B5G5G6B5G5A6B6G6B5G5F#6B5G5G6A6G6B5G5G6A6A5A6A5A#6C#6A#6C#6B6C7E7G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4G5B4F#5B4G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4C6B4B5B4G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4G5B4F#5B4G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4C6B4B5B4G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4G5B4F#5B4G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4C6B4B5B4G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4G5B4F#5B4G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4C6B4A#4B4E5B4G5
F#5E5D#5E5F#5D#5A4C5B4 B4C5D5B4C5B4A4G#4E4 A4C5G5F#5 A#4E5A#4F#5A#4E5
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F#5G5F#5G#5E5G#5B5 C6B5C6C6C6B5A5G5F#5D#5 C6D6E6D6C6B5E5G5B5E6B5F#6G6
E6D#6C6B5A5G5A5C6E6D#6C6A5G5E5D#5E5B5G5F#5G5E6B5A#5B5G6E6D#6E6E6F#6G6A6B6A6G6B6E7B6C7A6B6G6A6F#6D#6E6D#6C6B5A5B5C6D#6E6F#6E6G6
A6G6F#6F#6G6F#6E6D6G5C6D6B5D#6E6F#6E6G6 A6G6F#6F#6G6F#6G6A6B6G6F#6G6E6
B6A6G6F#6D#6E6G5B4F#5B4E5B4A5B4G5B4D#5B4G5B4F#5B4E4F#4G4A4F#4B4F#4B5B4A5B4G5B4F#5B4E5C6B5C6E5D6C#6D6E5E6D#6E6C6B5A5B5C6D#5E5B5E5G5F#5E5D#5B4D#5B5E6B5D#6B5E6F#6G6B5E6G6B5E6A6B6C7B5B6B5A6B5B6B5C7B6A6G6E6B5A6E6B5B6E6B5C7E6B5B6F#6D#6B5C6D6E6D#6E6F#6G6F#6E6G6F#6E6G6F#6E6B6A6G6A6D7E7E5E7E5E7D#7B6C7A6B6G6A6F#6G6E6C#7
C#6C7C#6B6C#6A6C#6G#6C#6F#6F6F#6G#6A6G#6A6B6C7C#6C#7C#6D7E5F#6E5F6D7D6C#7C#6C7B6A6G#6F#6C6F#5F#6C6F#5F#6C6G6E5F#6E5G6E5E6E7E5G#6A6C#7F6F#6A6C6C#6F#6G#5A5C#6F5F#5A5C6C#6F#6G#5A5C#6F5F#5G#5A5B5C#6D6E6F#6G6F#5F#6B4G4E5B4G6
F6F#6G#6A6G#6F#6F6F#6G#6A6G#6F#6G#6A6B6C#7B6A6B6A6G#6A6G#6F#6G#6A6B6C#7B6A6B6A6G#6A6G#6F#6G#6F#6E6F#6E6D6E6D6C#6B5A5G#5F#5
B5A5F#5B5A5F#5C6B5A5C6B5A5C#6B5A5C#6B5A5E6C#6C6E6C#6C6F#6E6C#6F6E6C#6F#6E6C#6F6E6C#6G6F#6E6G6F#6E6G6F#6E6G6A6B6C7B6A6F#6F6E6C#6C6B5A5G5G5E5C5G5E5C5G5E5A5F#5D5A5F#5D5A5F#5B5F#5D#5B5F#5D#5B5F#5B5G5E5B5G5E5B5G5C6G5E5C6G5E5C6G5D6A5F#5D6A5F#5D6A5E6B6G6E6A#6G6E6B6G6E6A#6G6E6B6G6E6E7E6D6C6B5E5G5B5E6B5F#6G6
E6D#6C6B5A5G5A5C6E6D#6C6A5G5E5D#5E5B5G5F#5G5E6B5A#5B5G6E6D#6E6E6F#6G6A6B6A6G6B6E7B6C7A6B6G6A6F#6D#6E6D#6C6B5A5B5C6D#6B5F#6E6G6
A6G6F#6F#6G6F#6E6D6G5G6F#6G6A6B6F#6G6F#6G6G6A6G6A6A6 E6F#6E6G6 A6G6F#6F#6G6F#6G6A6B6G6F#6G6E6
B6A6G6F#6D#6E6A#5B5E6D6B5A#5A5G5A5G5E5A5G5E5A5G5E5D5E5G5E5G5A5G5A5B5A5B5D6B5D6E6D6E6F#6E6F#6A6G6A6B6A6G6A#6B6A6G6B6E6D6G6E6D6E6B5A5G5B5A5A#5A5G5A5G5E5D5B4A#4A4G4A4B4D5E5
D#5E5G5F#5G5A5G5A5B5A#5B5E6D#6E6G6F#6G6B6A#6B6C7B6A6G6F#6E6D6B6A6G6F#6E6A6G6F#6E6D6B5G6F#6E6D#6E6G6D6E6
A#5B5A5A#5B5A5G5A#5A5G5D5B4A4G4A4B4A#4A4B4A4G4B4D5E5G5A5A#5B5D6A#5G#5F5A#5G#5F5A#5G#5F5A#5G#5F5A#5G#5C6D#6F6D#6C6F6D#6C6F6D#6C6F6D#6C6F6E6F6G6G#6G6F6G6F6D#6F6D#6C6D#6C6A#5C6F6D#6C6B5A#5G#5F5D#5B4A#4B4C5A#4C5D#5C5D#5F5D#5F5G#5F5G#5A#5C6D#6F6
F6G6G#6A#6C7A#6G#6A#6G#6G6A#6G6G#6C7B6C7F6G#6G6G#6C6F6E6F6G#5C6B5C6G#6C7C#7A#6C7A#6F#4F#3F#3F#4F#3F#3G#4A4F#4F#3F#3F#4F#3F#3G#4A4A4F#3F#3G#4F#3F#3F#4F#3B4F#3F#3A4F#3F#3G#4F#3F#4F#3F#3F#4F#3F#3G#4A4F#4F#3F#3A4F#3F#3G#4A4A4F#3F#3G#4F#3F#3F#4F#3B4F#3F#3A4F#3F#3G#4F#3
F#6G#6A6G#6F#6E6F#6G#6A6B6A6G#6A6G#6A6G#6F#6G#6A6B6C#7B6D7C#7B6G#6A6B6C#7F#6B6F#6A6F#6B6F#6A6F#6G#6C#6F#6C#6E6C#6F#6
B5D6F#6G#6F6C#6G#5C#6F6G#6B6C#7C#7C#7C#7C#7E7C#7E7E5A5C#5G#5C#5F#5C#5B5C#5A5C#5F#5C#5A5C#5G#5C#5A5C#5G#5C#5F#5C#5B5C#5A5C#5G#5C#5D6C#5C#6C#5A5C#5G#5C#5F#5C#5B5C#5A5C#5F#5C#5A5C#5G#5C#5A5C#5G#5C#5F#5C#5B5C#5A5C#5G#5C#5D6C#5C#6C#5C#5F#4C#5F#4C#5F#4C#5F#4
C#5F#4C#5F#4C#5F#4C#5F#4 C#5F#4C#5F#4C#5F#4C#5F#4 C#5F#4
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